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1. MAPPING THE JOURNEY: INTRODUCTION
1.1. Why Layers of London?
‘Imagine peeling back the layers of London’s history, travelling back to the Roman period and
exploring interactively – wherever you are – the story of London’s remarkable history over
2,000 years, and its evolution into the world city of today. London’s heritage has been shaped
by its people, who have been influenced by the experience of living and working here.’
This is the vision and aspiration set out by the Institute of Historical Research for the Layers of
London project in its proposal to the National Lottery Heritage Fund. This led to an award of
£873k1 to create an innovative, ambitious and exemplary digital project in the heritage sector.
Layers of London initially identified the need for this project and delivered it through three key
strands that evolved and gathered momentum over the project’s lifetime 2017 - 2020.
The first strand was the creation of a digital resource that drew
‘It is amazing! Google
together and georectified historically significant printed maps of
maps for the whole of
London from the 1300’s onwards and incorporating digitised maps
history.’
and plans of Roman, Medieval and Tudor London, the Charles
Booth Poverty Map and the RAF London Bomb Damage Map. Layers Survey
Many of these important heritage assets were not easily accessible Participant
prior to Layers of London. These records, brought together for the
first time, are now freely available and searchable on one website, enabling users to investigate
London’s evolution through historic maps, documents, images and films.
The second strand of Layers was its innovative approach to content creation for a heritage
website through a two-pronged approach of crowd-sourcing content by special interest groups
or individuals who added their content to the site, underpinned by an extensive public
engagement programme. Consequently, new aspects of the built city and stories of people
and communities reveal first-hand perspectives of London’s rich social and culturally diverse
heritage. This emphasis on narratives of intangible heritage reveal authentic facets of the city’s
cultural identity and provides a platform for people to record aspects of their heritage that
matter to them. Further content is facilitated through curated projects developed by the Layers
team: these reflect locally specific approaches (community of place) and themes (community
of interest).
The third strand is partnership and collaboration. Layers would not have been possible without
careful negotiation making a persuasive case to major institutions (British Library, London
Metropolitan Archives, Historic England, National Archives, MOLA (Museum of London
Archaeology) to secure their commitment and support. As Layers evolved, the number of
stakeholders increased as national, local and London borough archive departments,
institutions, community groups and individuals found value in the way that Layers could meet
their needs.

1

NLHF contribution towards total project costs of just under £1.5m
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Layers has emphasised the value of inclusivity, further established by its status under a
Creative Commons Licence, to encourage respectful collaboration and sharing of content.
‘As a digital resource, Layers is characterised and differentiated by its inclusivity and open
access. Anyone can contribute by uploading materials relating to any part of London’s heritage
and add to the increasing number of ‘Layers’ on the site.’ Matthew Davies Executive Dean,
School of Social Sciences, History and Philosophy and Professor of Urban History, Birkbeck
The UK continues to experience the impacts of Covid-19: however, as a digital project delivered
online, Layers has not experienced the disruption facing many projects and organisations

1.2. About this report and our evaluation process
Our evaluations from 2017 onwards have charted the emerging journey made by Layers. Our
reports measured the extent to which the project was achieving its aims: trends in its direction and
how it could achieve greater impact.
The evaluation process began with a review and agreement of what the most important outcomes
for heritage, people, communities, and the organisations should be. These were captured in an
evaluation framework which set the measures of success for each outcome, and how these would
be measured. The project’s approved purposes, and intended project outputs and outcomes for
heritage, people and communities are referenced in the sections of the report titled ‘The difference
made,’ with impacts and updates on progress set out in the sections that follow.
With such an ambitious and innovative project, we also felt it was important to capture emergent
issues to inform organisational learning, project scope and further progress. Reflective evaluation
sessions with the Layers team formed an important part of our process. These sessions gave the
team the opportunity for constructive critical appraisal on strategic project direction, achievements,
and challenges. This was especially helpful due to staff changes that occurred during the project.
As the evaluators, we have produced this report in collaboration with the Layers of London team,
with additional evidence from participants. Quantitative data is drawn from a pop-up website
survey, a survey to email newsletter participants, and a survey to project volunteers. See Appendix
1 for a list of evidence sources). Our reporting has responded to changes in the format and
delivery of the project as it progressed, retaining the focus on outcomes identified in the evaluation
framework, demonstrating robust evidence of impacts.
This report is intended to be read as an independent document. We have drawn upon and
summarised findings from each interim report, as well as including new data and findings from the
final months of the project. Case studies previously identified and included in interim reports are
included as appendices.
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2. EVOLVING AND GROWING: THE KEY ACHIEVEMENTS OF LAYERS
Over three years of development Layers of London has achieved the following significant
differences to heritage, people, communities, and the organisation:

2.1. Heritage
Creating a digital resource: public engagement and crowdsourcing has enabled the creation
of significant new digital heritage content. Layers has huge potential for development and
meets an identified need in the heritage sector to create ease of access to historic maps,
documents and data. Over 400 maps are now accessible on the Layers site, with just under
10,000 public contributions on different aspects of London’s heritage.
Technical innovation and unique methodologies enabled the conservation, georeferencing,
navigability and increased access to fragile historic maps, as well as fostering public
engagement through the interactive website. There was no model for this aspirational project
and nothing to draw on: the iterative development process has been consistently documented
throughout the project. In some respects, Layers built on the Know Your Place project.
Cross sector partnership and working is significantly extended, resulting in a stronger, better
networked heritage sector. Seven major national institutions collaborated on Layers: their
support and skills shaped the project. The legacy of these partnerships will be a major new
collection held on one easy-to-access public resource rather than held across separate sites.
A resource for the heritage sector: local authority archives and archive services see Layer
as a useful and helpful option for storing their collections. Layers is also providing a platform
for engaging with museum collections: The Museum of London and Historic England are both
exploring how to use Layers as a resource and route to engagement.
The breadth and depth of online information is larger than expected and has grown
substantially. Content includes contributions from academics to special interest public groups
and collaborations with community groups. Each bring new perspectives and understanding of
London’s heritage that can be accommodated, adapted, and assimilated.
Democratisation of heritage: Layers provides the infrastructure and platform for people to
present the stories of their own heritage that have gone unrecorded – these are shown
alongside academic research and historical artefacts: both are accorded equal importance.
Different facets of London’s heritage are revealed, as
connections are mapped between times, people, and
places: new insights that would not be achieved through a
traditional historical narrative are now being shared.
Layers provides models for how people can interact with
heritage through digital channels and engage in different
ways.

‘The Layers of London webinar
series is hands-down the best
thing in 2020… I’ve just spent 10
minutes in a 3D cesspit and
couldn’t be happier.’

Webinar participant
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2.2. People
User-focus: The Layers of London team feel rewarded by finding ways to enable contributors
to be more confident with using and uploading content and seeing people grow in confidence
in doing so: this process is now easier compared to the difficulties faced by community hubs
during early testing of this process.
Active involvement for schools to enable them to deliver their own ‘Layers’ projects, leading
to the development of learning and skills for schoolchildren, and new ways of thinking around
teaching local history for teachers.
Skills Development: the emphasis on the project of user led content, collections and
campaigns has meant that the Layers team have focused on training people how to use the
site independently – community groups, volunteers and work placements have reported
increased skills and confidence.
‘[Layers] has made me feel part of
a community, has provided
intellectual stimulation, and given
me a sense of purpose during this
period.’
Volunteer

A valued resource during lockdown: The Layers
team quickly adapted their public engagement
programme to digital, with a popular series of
webinars and teacher continued professional
development (CPD) sessions, as well as encouraging
volunteers to continue with research. Participants said
that it was important to them to have interesting
projects to get involved with during lockdown.

2.3. Communities
Reaching out to a wide spectrum of audiences across London to participate in Layers led to
the active engagement in projects and content-creation by schools, networks, local societies
and different communities – all bring new perspectives on London’s landscapes, ethnic,
linguistic, social and economic mix and locations or themes where engagement with heritage
has been limited. These include outer boroughs, local history societies, migrant communities,
or groups recording aspects of heritage – e.g. pubs, housing estates, shopping centres.
Layers provides a platform to present the heritage stories of underrepresented communities
and special interest groups to enable them share narratives of London’s heritage in an
engaging way, to make connections across themes and localities and create a new sense of
context: many digital programmes don't achieve this
degree of interaction, or create community assets.
‘Many of the Caribbean elders I
Diverse communities now have a place to record
spoke to recently in Brixton were
their stories: Layers has set out to source the recording
children of the Windrush and I
the experiences of diverse communities: for example:
think they will have stories to tell.
Black History, Asian corner shops, the Cypriot
I would like to thank you for
community; LGBTQ+ experiences and counter cultures.
making this history visible - I found
Applying lessons learned through the process of
it incredibly moving.’
community engagement and user feedback as the
Dr. Barbara Brayshay Living Maps
project evolved. The project has resolved earlier
Network
difficulties and restrictive ideas and adapted in response
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to feedback by developing new models and positive ways to engage communities online,
especially important since March 2020.
New models to engage communities: a three-stranded approach to engagement included
campaigns initiated and curated by Layers; support for smaller organisations to upload content
on the site; and collections and resources developed through work placements and school
engagement. Layers’ has reimagined what community heritage can mean, moving from a
focus on geographical area to the idea of communities of interest – coming together to share
stories of a particular topic, enabled by online sharing.
Communities have had greater input and influence on documenting aspects of heritage that
are most relevant to them, creating a sense of collective efficacy.

2.4. The Organisation - Institute of Historical Research (IHR)
A new direction for IHR: Through Layers, IHR (an academic institution) has reached out to an
unexpectedly wide range and number of community and faith groups: this has taken the
organisation in a very different and new direction.
Adoption of innovation: many institutions are now seeing Layers as a model of good practice
and the project team are now being asked to advise on similar projects in the USA and Europe,
so the Layers infrastructure and knowledge have applications beyond the project.

Synergy across major heritage institutions has been brokered by IHR and has raised its
profile in the heritage sector through effective partnerships.
‘Layers meant we were able to do
work we would not have otherwise
been able to do, by taking
advantage of shared expertise and
development capabilities. In
return, I believe LSE has offered
content and another avenue of
publicity for the Layers project and
its work.’

Building profile: organisations approaching Layers
include: ONS request for use of datasets for the
Greater London area; collaboration on the University of
London Master Plan; the University of York for the
project on The Art World in Britain. The Birkbeck
Public Engagement network gave Layers an awarded
for its outstanding contribution to ‘Collaboration’ in the
area of Public Engagement.

Agile management: The Layers team responded to
the challenges of Covid 19 by trialling new routes to
Neil Stewart LSE
engage audiences and extend reach. Webinar
sessions provided opportunities for people to discover
how to explore specific interests and add to the site. The value of Layers of London became
clear when physical access to most museums and heritage sites became impossible.
New digital capability through managing the process of developing a website able to handle
complex GIS as well as crowd sourced content and be responsive to the needs of many
different types of users. This led to an understanding of the compromises and constraints that
need to be factored in.
New skills in communication: use of social media, creating workshops, events and webinars
as well as direct engagement have succeeded in reaching new audiences, volunteers,
community groups and individuals to curate and share their stories
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3. THE DIFFERENCE LAYERS HAS MADE TO HERITAGE
3.1. The difference Layers intended to make
Layers intended to meet the following outcomes for heritage:
▪

Heritage will be better managed, through creating new and best practice that is shared
with and adopted by other organisations.

▪

Heritage will be in better condition, through conservation work and through digitising
items that would otherwise be subject to wear and tear.

▪

Heritage will be better interpreted and explained by revealing different aspects of what
matters to people about heritage, that makes people feel their stories are valued.

▪

Heritage will be better identified and recorded by collecting untold stories and material,
by providing a resource for other projects relating to London topography and history
and enhancing recording skills.

3.2. Approved purposes relating to heritage outcomes:
▪

Creation of an online, interactive mapping website (mobile optimised) displaying 'layers'
of London history using historical maps, images, crowdsourced community content.

▪

The website will be trialed and adapted following iterative user testing. Users can add
place-related content (documents, histories, photographs) and develop trails and online
exhibitions.

▪

Historical content to include all as described in the [NLHF R2] application form and
submitted [supporting] documents

▪

Necessary conservation undertaken to the RAF Aerial Photographs and IRS maps, with
additional conservation information available online for crowdsourced material.

3.3. What happened against approved purposes
▪

Historic content development: the historic content set out in the Layers proposal is now
included on the website. Overall, there are now 400 historic maps on the website, and
the team are continuously adding more. Through a scheme to digitise 10 or more maps
in each London Borough’s collection, 18 local archives have shared maps from their
collections online or are in the process of doing so.2 The project team have included
data sets of listed buildings and London Archaeological Excavations. The ‘Layermaker’
georeferencing tool was launched to the public in February 2020 and approximately
100 days of georeferencing have been recorded since the beginning of the project.

London Boroughs of Richmond, Hounslow, Ealing, Haringey, Islington, Redbridge, Hillington, Lambeth,
Bromley, Bexley. Westminster, Tower Hamlets, Havering, Brent, Merton, Hackney, Kingston, Sutton.
2
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▪

3.4.

Conservation of IRS Maps and RAF photographs has been completed thus addressing
condition issues and they are now digitised. Some local community and local authority
archives have also responded to the opportunity Layers provides for the conservation
and support to conserve fragile maps in their care. This supports their civic
responsibility to maintain local records and archives, as a service that supports
democracy and civic participation.

What difference is Layers making to heritage?

3.4.1. Heritage is better managed
We looked at whether Layers has ‘created new and best practice that is shared with, and
adopted by other organisations.’

A new model for managing heritage
Layers has created a model for managing the recording and documenting of aspects of
tangible and intangible heritage through the creation and application of innovative digital tools.
For our previous evaluation reports, stakeholders such as Salters’ Archive and the Museum of
Youth Subculture reflected on what they valued most about Layers (See Appendix 2, Case
Study 1). They share the view that the real value lies in how Layers has brokered a
collaborative sector approach that uses the sector’s collective expertise to bring disparate
heritage and historic resources together with free access to these resources on a single
website.
The pioneering model and partnership approach initiated by Layers has overcome some of the
technical challenges of digitising historic maps and documents and is resulting in a broader
adoption of innovation in the heritage sector. The Layers team are generous in sharing
information and expertise developed with partners through the project. This example illustrates
how sharing their practice and specialist technical expertise is helping the heritage sector to
develop new ways to manage resources.
Case study: sharing expertise to tell new stories online
The Department of History, King's College London sought Layers’ advice on digital
resources for a new project: 'The 'stuff' of natural history: Reassembling and visualising
networks of natural history in late-nineteenth, early-twentieth century Britain' drawing on
Layers experiences of the logistics of digital technologies in humanities projects. They aim to
tell a new story, using material associated with the study of natural history, with timelines,
maps, virtual ledgers, specimens with documentation. They will present interconnections
between people, places and things via an open source digital resource based on shareability
and reusability to spread knowledge and enable different kinds of scholarly and nonscholarly exploitation. Website resources and infographics will map and illustrate the
networks and movement of specimens/material culture in innovative ways. They hope that
diverse audiences will be excited to explore material traditionally only experienced by
researchers and curators. Data from multiple sources, including smaller, less well-known
collections, will connect to tell that story, and bring data into the national digital fold where
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their full value can be realised. King’s hopes that other museums could utilise this model for
similar investigations of their collections.
They see the Layers website as a user-friendly interface allowing exploration on many levels
of historic material and places. The Department was particularly interested in how Layers
works with a commercial partner (Error Agency) and how this process has worked.

A model of digital innovation
Layers has successfully imported a model of digital development that has allowed for the
ongoing release and iteration of complex functionality, wrapped in a user-friendly interface.
The project’s initial prototype was developed as a learning tool and then discarded in favour of
a fresh build. This alone sets Layers apart from the vast majority of similar projects, where
early assumptions become baked into the final product.
The workshops that were carried out over the summer of 2018 subjected the beta version of
the website to many valuable rounds of user testing. This process was undoubtedly
uncomfortable for those running those sessions while collecting requests and bug reports, but
it ensured that the needs of users were well known.
Since launch, the website has gone through a period of stabilisation, followed by further
development, with new functionality being released over time. It is a complex tool, used by a
wide variety of people, and it is striking that the feedback we have received from those people
is so positive.

A shared resource for the heritage sector
Museums: the value of Layers became clear when museums such as the Museum of London
set up conversations with Layers on creating a digital platform for access to its collections
when the museum undergoes closure due to capital works so physical access will not be
possible. This use of Layers has potential for use in other towns and cities facing closure
periods for museums undergoing capital works. Museum of London is also interested in
working with Layers to extend its reach through use of Layers material on London’s outer
boroughs and to develop content on these in the museum’s collections.
London East End Women’s Museum is discussing how to use Layers’ experience to help
shape its project to bring together people with similar interests in community research labs to
share and record memories. Layers recently collaborated on an online panel session with
leading activists and historians on the theme of ‘working women’ and fighting for workplace
equality in the present day.
Archive Services: 19 London Boroughs have approached Layers to make use of its model of
best practice and to support them in managing and making their collections accessible.
Wandsworth has placed the Battersea Power Station archives on Layers; Layers digitised a
1700 map of Spitalfields for Tower Hamlets. Local authority archivists and museum services
are finding particular value in Layers as a resource.
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Case study: A resource for local authority archives
Haringey Archive and Museum Service holds fragile maps which are rarely accessible due
to conservation and preservation reasons. Past copies are not of great quality. The Service
does not have the specialised scanning equipment to digitise them. So, as part of Layers,
the London Metropolitan Archives digitised these, using its technical capacity to produce
high resolution digital reproductions to capture the maps in full with the smallest details.
These maps will be accessed through the Layers website
‘We are delighted to work with the Layers of London team. As a Local Authority Heritage
Service, we find the site invaluable as a space to disseminate information and highlight our
map collections and archive material relating to some of the data sets. Having this detailed
level of information available digitally has been particularly welcome during the Covid-19
lockdown when staff and the public had no access to our archive collections. We were able
to direct members of the public to the site to look at relative maps and information to help
with their research enquiries. The wide-ranging material made available on the site not only
is testament to the project being successful in its engagement with local authorities but with
the general public as well. We are glad to have contributed to such a valuable project and
hope that the site can continue to develop in the future.’
Julie Melrose, Archivist. Haringey Archive and Museum Service (See also Appendix 2, Case
Study 5)

Professional/commercial organisations are using Layers to inform plans for development to
assess the likelihood of discovering archaeological features which will impact on schemes.
Other heritage projects are approaching Layers to learn from Layers’ experience or adopt
aspects of the model. For example:
▪

ONS 2021 Census use of three of Layers datasets to supplement information lost in a
fire, resulting in a gap in ONS records 1921-1951.

▪

Coventry Lives, re their development of a digital map of Coventry for its year as City of
Culture in 2021, with biographical data of citizens past and present, from the archives
and via text, images, recordings and 3D models.

▪

University of York’s The Art World in Britain, 1660-1735 is using Layers’ formatted and
adapted zoomable versions of historic maps to geolocate art sales and auction records.

▪

University of London Master Plan: planners collaborating with Layers to integrate social
elements of history, culture and stories of individuals into their master plan.

▪

Goldmiths Anthropology Department project, Caribbean Cyclone Cartography, will map
hurricane resilience in Dominica. GIS mapping will be used to visualise oral histories of
hurricane survivals, surveys of creole architecture and locate hazards.

Giles Darkes, the cartographer for the Historic Towns Trust, comments that ‘Layers has made
available a great deal of social history to a wide audience. Since much information has a
geographical dimension —where something takes place is a significant element of it — then
linking that information to a map becomes a valuable way of presenting it. Showing historical
information in the context of maps of different dates helps to make that information more
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meaningful. It is good that the work of professional historians and mapmakers can be
accessed by a wide range of people. We hope Layers will continue and that the HTT will
contribute to it and benefit from it.’

Joining up the dots? - Layers and lead bodies in the heritage sector
As a digital resource for the management, documentation and sharing of knowledge about
heritage, Layers has the potential to create a positive impact on the access and management
strategies of lead strategic bodies in the heritage sector. Innovation and dissemination of best
practice remain an issue for some heritage organisations. As noted in our previous report this
is proving problematic. For example, the National Lottery Heritage Fund (NLHF) could be more
proactive in promoting Layers as it aligns with their purpose for engaging people in different
aspects of heritage. NLHF could make use of Layers as a tool to develop synergy across
projects, making strategic use of their investment in Layers to support other organisations
rather than silo funding into solo projects and working on a project-by-project basis, often
through discrete funding streams.

3.4.2. Heritage is in better condition
We looked at whether Layers has delivered ‘conservation work and through digitising items
that would otherwise be subject to wear and tear.’
400 historically significant maps that are rare and fragile have now been digitised and are
easily and widely accessible through the Layers website and so the handling of these fragile
artefacts is reduced. These maps now form a cohesive collection and a chronology of London
which users can overlay as layers to show changes. Notable examples include:
▪

Moses Glover’s map of 1635, from the Hounslow Borough Archives and the Collection
of the Duke of Northumberland, Syon House. One of the oldest original maps on Layers
of London, with detailed landscapes of 17th century Hounslow

▪

The Morgan Map of London 16 years after the Great Fire, showing the changes made
from 1676 to 1682, with 3-D depictions of churches, markets, and great houses and a
long panorama of London and Westminster. The original map is in the British Library.

▪

The Rocque London Ten Miles Round Map 1737 and 1746: central London in the
Georgian era. 24 sheets depict the footprints of buildings, streets, interiors of landmark
buildings including 5,000 names of streets, alleyways, and public spaces, unidentified
by earlier cartographers. The map is held by the British Library.

▪

The Booth Poverty Map, 1886 – 1903: social cartography showing the composition of
late Victorian London by income and social class. Versions are held at the Museum of
London and the London School of Economics Library. LSE colleagues and volunteers
and the Layers team traced the map to allow clearer visualisation and digital analysis.

▪

The London County Council WW2 Bomb Damage aerial photos 1945 - 1949 taken by
the RAF, showing huge scale destruction with buildings and streets reduced to smoke
and rubble - a glimpse of a 'lost London', before redevelopment shaped the modern
city. Images were georeferenced at local level by schools and volunteers. The original
maps are at the London Metropolitan Archives.

In addition, Layers includes contemporary reconstructions of historic maps, for example:
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▪

13th century map of London c.1270, a modern reconstruction similar to the Tudor Map
listed below that reveals recent archaeological and historical discoveries to show
features such as water pipes and conduits; vineyards and orchards; and new works at
the Tower being built by Edward I. British Historic Town Atlas.

▪

The Tudor Map of London 1520, reconstructed by historians and archaeologists based
on documents and medieval remains below street level to create a map of London 500
years ago - showing how much has disappeared. Fewer than a dozen medieval
buildings are left in the City of London today. Produced by the Historic Towns Trust.

Layers also records items such as maps made as participatory arts projects that that no longer
exist in physical form. In Camberwell Arts festival people participated in making a giant map of
Camberwell on three huge blackboards with chalks, which included places of personal
significance
What distinguishes Layers is the level of public engagement it has generated, through
encouraging large numbers of people to explore history and heritage through maps and
Layers provides a platform for them to feedback information and to make their own reflections
public. Layers also offers functionality over traditional digital archives, including the capacity to
zoom in and out, and the ability to compare maps online to understand continuity and change.

Case study: benefits of collaboration and crowd-sourcing - the Booth Poverty Maps

The Maps Descriptive of London Poverty are the product of Charles Booth's Inquiry into Life
and Labour in London (1886-1903). An early example of social cartography, each street is
colour-blocked to indicate the income and social class of its inhabitants. LSE developed a
computer-ready “machine-readable” vector coordinate description of the maps. However,
whilst users could search on modern street names with ease, there was no way of doing the
same thing for street names on the Booth maps. Layers then set up a project to crowdsource volunteers to help LSE to do this work of identification and classification of blocks of
colour on these important social records.
‘LSE Library worked with Layers on crowd-sourcing poverty levels on Charles Booth’s
famous poverty maps of Victorian London. This furthered the Library’s work on opening up
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Booth’s collection for use and re-use by researchers and others. The crowd-sourcing
application, developed in collaboration with Layers, offered new ways for people to explore
the maps and to understand London’s rich history. We were particularly pleased to see
school groups contributing to the crowd-sourcing, a demonstration of the continuing
resonance of Booth’s work and the importance of using the web to democratise and make
available such sources of knowledge.’ Neil Stewart, Digital Library Manager, LSE Library
This crowd-sourcing project has brought several benefits
▪

Layers can use this as a tool to explain vector layers, using tools like the tracing
activity to pull out specific focused information.

▪

LSE can analyse and visualise their data in a way they've always wanted but never
had the resources to achieve this.

▪

Researchers: information on areas of class and wealth/poverty are now easily
accessible, allowing the original Booth map to be used for new studies.

▪

People can contribute to the site in a simple process (easily than the georeferencing) with quick visual results. It was also promoted as a wellbeing activity, the
process of tracing being quite calming, methodical and satisfying.

▪

For schools, the activity offered a nice way in to discussing Booth, Victorians, map
making and colour coded maps / visual data.

The collaboration of Layers and Museum of London Archaeology (MOLA) has led to expertise
and digital solutions to resolve the technical challenges of layering maps from across many
centuries over contemporary maps. MOLA’s geomaticians carefully georectified nine of these
maps, pulling them around in a Geographic Information System (GIS) enabling them to be laid
over an Ordnance Survey map. The MOLA team identified hundreds of known calibration
points and created GIS datasets of the historic roads, places, ward boundaries and parish
boundaries from each map and built complex ArcGIS models, cloud-based mapping and
analysis solutions that enable map making, data analysis and sharing and collaboration,
allowing huge volumes of data to be processed quickly. MOLA describes this as a formidable
challenge, due to centuries of changes in map making technology and convention and in
printing technology; making historic maps more difficult to use and navigate than modern
maps.3
Case study: Non-stop problem solving – the MOLA experience
‘Layers presented us with non-stop problem-solving challenges, which we thrived on.
Technical challenges included creating a single seamless digital image from multiple map
sheets- a difficult but satisfying mixture of art and science needed to deliver a final highquality map on the web. The greatest technical challenges were using the GIS to warp the
huge map images, whilst maintaining image resolution, to transfer it from Ordnance Survey

3

https://www.mola.org.uk/blog/old-maps-new-tricks-georectifying-london-historic-maps
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British National Grid to a Web Mercator coordinate system, needed for website use. Our
experiments with GIS procedures had to be documented immediately, to remember and
replicate them. This new knowledge will assist our future archaeological work, as historic
map regression techniques are consistently used in our research for MOLA.
Our goal was to share these wonderful maps and unlock their historic potential with
everyone. We felt privileged to work on them so intimately, to get to know the old buildings,
street names and landscapes of these past worlds. After digitising historic maps all day, we
would travel down those very London streets with different eyes: seeing those past worlds
became a very personal benefit.
Much problem-solving was associated the street-naming and gazetteering for the GIS data,
so we were providing geographically accurately located information, but including name and
attribute data: so we made ‘smart streets’ that can be spatially queried and searched for – a
helpful resource for any user, whether professional historian, archaeologist or the public.
The underpinning ‘philosophy’ or project methodology is very important– what the GIS data
represents. We decided each map would be georectified (warped) onto the earliest available
19th century historic OS map base and treated as a ‘snapshot’ of the map period. No
attempt was made to ‘correct’ the map’s representation of its world, with later information.
This approach to georeferencing meant that users can peel away and compare map layers
and other imagery within Layers - a huge advantage as some web-based historic map
projects do not enable this.
Our watchword was ‘truth to the map’, aware that any map, including modern ones, can only
be approximations of our perceived and highly selective reality, which changes over time.’
Sarah Jones, MOLA lead on georeferencing of the historic maps

3.4.3. Heritage is better interpreted and explained
We looked at whether Layers ‘revealed different aspects of what matters to people about heritage,
in a way that makes people feel their stories are valued.’

The Layers model of combining crowdsourced content and creating thematic content to which any
one can add has enabled many groups to reveal new and untold histories and to show different
aspects of London’s heritage. 60% of newsletter subscribers surveyed agreed that ‘I now feel
stories that are relevant to me are recorded, valued and accessible to others.’ 10% disagreed, and
30% neither agreed nor disagreed.
The crowd sourcing model means that Layers does not impose preconceived ideas of what is
‘heritage’, or an established academic model of recording heritage. The collections that have
been contributed to the site vary in both in content, and in ‘voice’ and means of telling the
story. While Layers has ‘curated’ collections itself, the majority of collections have been added
by external organisations, without curatorial steer from the Layers team.
The tables below show the variety and breadth of stories appearing on Layers – as well as the wide
range of topics that interest people using the site as a resource. The most popular collections and
records are a mix of thematic and location-based items, over a wider chronological range.
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Top 10 collections:
Ref

Collection

Views

270
359
371
305
19
362
116
22
339
84

Beddington Caves
London Pubs
Hackney History
Punk London
J Seager and Son Bookshop 197 East India Dock Road Poplar
London Archaeology - London Archaeologist Articles
Dickens' London
Jewish London 1914-1918: Synagogues and Organisation
Coffee Shops of Georgian London
London Borough of Havering Local Studies Library

8,288
7,731
3,206
3,041
3,016
2,599
2,485
2,027
1,826
1,706

Image: The Caves at Beddington,
Surrey, 1959 and 1960 —
exploration by H.D. Oakley and
friends

Top 10 Records:
Ref

Record

Views

8104
709
5891
7443
7460
6117

Bombing Map, 1939-45
Seager Bookshop
Fordhook House
Beddington Caves and Subterranean Passage Maps
Entrances to Beddington Caves
Transatlantic slave trade - Garraway's Coffee House in Exchange Alley,
Cornhill
Images of Ravenscourt Park 1890 onwards
Houses of debauchery - Tom King's Coffee House in Covent Garden
Plough Lane Tunnels, Beddington
Houses of debauchery - The Folly of the Thames, a floating coffeehouse
moored outside Somerset House
Wandle Park Croydon
Joe Strummer Subway
The Horse Ride
Transatlantic slave trade - Lloyd's Coffee House in Lombard Street

3,847
2,617
1,984
1,630
1,357
1,335

1989
6323
7439
6378
1076
1493
6539
6380

1,255
1,217
1,120
1,100
1,018
993
940
924
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Image: Bombing Map, 1939-1945, showing the City of Westminster

Most used layers
Layer Name (event tracking method, valid until July 2019)

Number
of
Selections

Tudor Map (1520)
Bomb Damage (1945)
OS Maps (1893-1896)
Charles Booth’s Poverty Map (1886-1903)
OS Maps (1940s-1960s)
Greenwood (1828)
John Rocque’s map of London, Westminster and Southwark (1746)
Ogilby and Morgan (1676)
Horwood (1799)
RAF Aerial Collection (1945-1949)

1,774
1,551
830
639
602
530
496
471
463
403

Image: Tudor Map: St Pauls
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Layer Name (Page URL parameter method)
RAF Aerial Collection (1945-1949)
Bomb Damage (1945)
Windrush Arrival (1948)
Goad (1887)
Charles Booth’s Poverty Map (1886-1903)
Medieval London (1270-1300)
Tudor Map (1520)
John Rocque's London 10 Miles Round Map (1746)
Faithorne and Newcourt Map (1658)
Slave Ownership in London
Inland revenue (c.1910)
London listed buildings

Pageviews
1,654
675
501
473
372
323
234
151
143
135
132
128

Image: RAF Aerial Collection Layer, focusing on Hornchurch Airfield, Essex

3.4.4. Heritage is better identified and recorded
We looked at whether Layers collected ‘untold stories and material, by providing a resource for
other projects relating to London topography and history, and enhancing recording skills.’
Through digital collaboration, Layers provides a platform onto which communities and individuals
can upload content. The range of content, as seen in the examples shown, demonstrates how
Layers is enabling people to communicate narratives on aspects of heritage that matter to them issues of identity, political action and areas of interest - as well as the heritage of their local areas.
Layers is a resource to document the intangible heritage and untold stories and narratives of
different communities, and to record different facets of London life. This is explored in more detail
in Section 5.3 – The difference made to communities.
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4. THE DIFFERENCE LAYERS HAS MADE TO PEOPLE
4.1. What the project intended to do:
▪

People will have learnt about heritage, leading to stronger sense of place and
community, and a greater understanding of the breadth, depth and diversity of
London’s heritage.

▪

People, including students, schoolchildren, community groups, academics, volunteers
and the general public, will develop historical research skills and digital skills that will
support the sharing of heritage through projects such as Layers.

▪

Participating in a major heritage project will give volunteers a sense of purpose and
wellbeing through contributing to heritage and society, and ensuring the legacy of the
project through local heritage projects.

4.2. Approved purposes relating to people outcomes
▪

Creation of wider online resources: guidance on uploading/using content; information
on taking part in wider georeferencer projects. LMA will produce resources for
community groups, historians and professional groups.

▪

Recruit 3 interns; two at LMA for 9 months, one at Senate House Library for 6 months.

▪

LMA-led Schools programme, including creation of online curriculum linked resources
(national and London). Two schools’ projects: a smaller programme (200 students)
visiting LMA: a larger project (100 schools) georeferencing digitised RAF aerial photos.
Work with Historic England's Heritage Schools Programme and run additional crossLondon twilight CPD sessions for teachers.

▪

Public engagement programme, including 5 adult/family workshops (LMA) and 27
archaeological/buildings workshops (MOLA).

▪

Volunteer programme: recruitment of c.600 volunteers including 15 volunteer and
c.120 volunteer buddies to support less digitally able volunteers. Minimum 300
volunteers trained through workshops, with additional training materials online and
yearly volunteering events.

4.3. What happened against approved purposes
▪

Online resources: A range of resources and guidance are online including a guide to
the Layermaker georeferencer, advice on copyright and use of images, and a primer on
how to care for personal collections. Online school resources include a scheme of work
to complement KS3 and 4 curriculums in geography, guidance notes for creating a
class collection, ESOL learning resource for E3/L1, and a guide to the georeferencing
tool. A webpage and resource map supports schools to get involved with the London
wide campaign #HistoryOfMySchool, for pupils to research and upload their school’s
history.
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▪

Internships and work placements: Layers and partners have hosted 5 internships and
52 work experience placements for students to help develop their professional skills,
CV, and develop the skills of creating coherent narratives and undertake research skills
that are useful for historians and non-historians. Work placements projects have been
mapping: Blue plaques of Black Londoners; Black Queer Arts in the city: the History of
the Ashburnham Triangle, Greenwich.

▪

Schools programme: School engagement includes 24 education outreach sessions
and 20 CPD sessions, delivered by the Layers project team, and by LMA. Schools
reached included 11 primary, 8 secondary and 5 others, and across many London
Boroughs.4 Bespoke projects included a pilot programme to introduce the
georeferencing tool in Croydon, Greenwich and Newham; and three projects delivered
by LMA, which used Layers to explore items from their archive. Further engagement
with schools was curtailed because of the pandemic, although digital CPD sessions
were delivered for teachers.

▪

Public engagement programme: 66 talks, events, and walks delivered; 64 workshops
delivered and led by LMA and Layers. Events range from public events attracting
audiences of up to 200 people, to skills-based workshops for smaller groups such as
MOLA’s Recording Standing Building Workshops, to representation at community
events such as Boundary Street Fun Palace.

▪

A new programme of webinars was developed and delivered in response to C19 and
resultant lockdown. These included 20 public talks and workshops, teacher CPD, and
bespoke meetings and workshops. The majority were led by Layers, including
introductory talks and workshops, and themed talks using resources including the
Booth Poverty Map. MOLA, LSE, LMA also delivered talks and workshops on subjects
such as Medieval Pottery, Microhistories of pubs and recording buildings.
Organisations who have engaged with the project such as Our Hut and New Unity were
also invited to co-host webinars on their own subjects. The public webinars were
subsequently available on YouTube

▪

Volunteer programme: The original model of volunteer coordinators and buddies was
replaced by campaign base projects supported by volunteer teams. 53 volunteers have
been engaged in the project working directly with the Layers team; a further 87
volunteers from other organisations have been trained.

London Boroughs of Greenwich, Southwark, Hampstead, Enfield, Feltham, Isleworth, Kingston Upon
Thames. Areas booked in for future months are: Richmond, Barking, Lewisham, Croydon, Hackney,
Southwark and Kingston.
4 4
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4.4. What difference is it making?
4.4.1. People have learnt about heritage
We looked at whether people had ‘learnt about heritage, leading to stronger sense of place
and community, and a greater understanding of the breadth, depth and diversity of London’s
heritage.’

The Layers Schools programme
The Layers schools programme began in earnest in February 2019, with the launch of the
#HistoryofMySchool project. This project encouraged schoolchildren to research, write and
publish online records of their school’s history, and use the georeferencing tool. Sessions
were designed to meet a broad curriculum, including History, Geography, PSHE, Design and
more. Pupils in participating schools attended talks on using the Layers website; this
highlighted maps for over-layering that enabled them to see their local area, as well as
demonstrating how to add information to the site. Pupils’ practical activities included mapping
their local area and looking at impacts of bombs in London.
LMA also delivered projects with three schools across London, as well as using Layers to
enrich their existing schools’ programme. An example project at Tufnell Park engaged 90
schoolchildren, who visited the LMA’s archive and explored themes around the local
suffragette movement, and then returned to the classroom to learn, using Layers, how to make
geographical connections between stories. Teachers from these schools also received CPD.
Due to the pandemic, onsite delivery was curtailed, and digital activity was limited to teacher
CPD.
Teachers from four schools 5 attending sessions
delivered by the Layers project team fed back on their
experiences. They said that they involved their schools
in Layers either because it aligned with whole school
activities, such as the theme of mapping which was part
of the school's Book Week; or they welcomed activities
students could do in school, or that Layers opened up
an alternative outlook on local history and exposed
students to a new experience.

‘We found it a fascinating and
useful site. Adam was an engaging
and enthusiastic teacher, allowing
all who attended to feel
enthusiastic about getting stuck
into projects and using the site.
Thank you so much for your visit.’
Teacher

Learning more about the heritage of their local area and local community through the Layers
talks inspired teachers to use the site for local geographic, art, English and history projects
interacting with the site and the local area. Two teachers developed understanding of the impact
of WWII – ‘it really linked with the changing places unit,’ ‘They discovered new things and
enjoyed doing so - for example, finding out that their street was bombed during the war.’

5

Old Palace of John Whitgift School; Prendergast School, and Bolder Academy; and Hampstead School
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They reported that their pupils enjoyed using the maps and exploring how the maps
demonstrated geographic, social, and historic changes to the area. ‘It made the geography
come alive!! They loved comparing the maps to see changes over time,’ ‘They enjoyed
comparing their everyday knowledge in the 21st century to that of the Booth maps and
discussing what had changed and what hasn't.’ One school found out the origins of the name
of the road the school is situated on.
Teachers reflected on whether their experiences of Layers had helped to reduce barriers to
accessing heritage for ethnic and social groups amongst their pupils, or those facing exclusion
for other reasons. One teacher felt the experience has ‘demonstrated that everyone in the
room [could] have something to add to or explore and learn from the site - what potential in
telling to story of Croydon and London! So many things can be added or explored and
accessed too - it is a brilliant site!’. One felt the experience brought greater understanding of
the role evidence plays in history and how history can relate to pupils’ own historic
environment, so students who may not traditionally see their heritage as ‘British’ have seen
how their story still relates to British history. This was further explored in a follow-up session
run by history staff in school. At another level, a teacher in a state school appreciated the use
of free technology in an outreach session.
Benefits to schools included:
▪

Bringing together staff from different departments and archivists from other sites to
attend the Layers talk. This led to discussion on further interaction with the site by
English, geography, art, and history departments.

▪

Being involved in research and mapping, giving independence to the students.

▪

Greater understanding and engagement with history in their local environment.

LMA’s Development Officer reported that teachers attending the LMA programme appreciated
having different routes into curriculum studies, and different ways to access the history of
different cultures in the area. Layers provided a useful tool to bridge the gap between the
history of the area, and the history of the school.

Recommendations for improvements to Layers include a one-school log-in for the site,
overseen by a teacher who approves posts. This would allow classes within schools to interact
and add to the site and ease the addition of school projects - rather than having individual log
ins (currently it is difficult with GDPR and safeguarding to ask individual students to sign up).

Individuals and community groups
The majority of participants surveyed said that they had increased their understanding of
heritage, that they had found out about unfamiliar aspects of London’s heritage, and that they
felt stories of relevant to them are now recorded, valued and accessible to others. There was
less evidence that their learning lead to a stronger sense of place and community –
participants were less likely to agree that they found out about their local area, or that it had
increased their sense of pride in their local area – although we note that many participants
were researching wider topics than their local history.
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To what extent do you agree with the following
statements? (sample size: 77)
I now feel stories that are relevant to me are
recorded, valued, and accessible to others
Learning about my local area has made me
feel proud of where I live
I found out about unfamiliar aspects of
London’s heritage
I found out more about my local area and
local communities
Engaging with Layers of London has added
to my understanding of heritage
I understand what the Layers of London
project is aiming to do
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%
neutral

disagree

agree

Survey respondents particularly appreciated and valued being able to track change in a
particular place or theme over a period of time, and to make connections between
geographical and social history. ‘It has given the ability to accurately determine how a very
specific location (that now, or previously, sited a shop or a factory for example), has changed
over time.’ The bomb damage maps were of particular interest.
Reviewing the list of groups the Layers team has engaged with, we see that the people were
using resources in different ways to enrich knowledge of their subject of interest, and that
Layers can be adapted to various interest groups, more widely than simply those connected to
history or geography; ‘we never would have known that golfers would have engaged so much
with the RAF aerial photography layer, but there's been lots of twitter excitement from them
now they're able to check out their golf courses as they were in the 1940s.’ (Public
Engagement Officer, Layers)

Volunteers
All but one of 24 volunteers surveyed agreed that they had learnt unfamiliar stories of
London’s heritage, and all said that they now better understand aspects of London’s heritage.
19 of the 24 volunteers felt inspired to learn more about London’s history and heritage, and the
same number felt inspired to learn more about the heritage of their local area.

A new online learning resource
University of London Worldwide is supporting and funding the development of a new Massive
Open Online Course (MOOC) for Coursera, drawing significantly on Layers of London material
and activities. The MOOC, title Applied Public History: People, Places, Stories, incorporates
case studies from Layers of London, and will seek to engage a wide range of participants in
local, community and public history. The University of London review panel highlighted the
Layers of London partnership as a key asset of the proposed MOOC, instrumental to its
success and funding.
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4.4.2. People have developed skills
We looked at whether ‘People, including students, schoolchildren, community groups,
academics, volunteers and the general public, will develop historical research skills and digital
skills that will support the sharing of heritage through projects such as Layers.’
One of the intentions of the project was that people could be upskilled to contribute to the site
independently, either as individuals or as independent organisations or community groups.
Training has been delivered through a number of activities, including bespoke or public
workshops and webinars, teacher CPD sessions, and online resources and guidance for a wide
range of people. Training topics have included introductory sessions, training on
georeferencing and soft skills such as writing digital content.
The engagement programme has been critical in supporting people
in using and contributing to the site – users who said they found the
website difficult to navigate were more likely to have accessed it
independently, without direct engagement with the Layers Team. 6
Community organisations, such as the Ashburnham Triangle
Association (see Appendix 1, Case Study 12), said that bespoke
sessions with the Layers team helped them to progress their project in
a meaningful way, by upskilling their limited technical skills.

‘I have learned a new skill
- georeferencing - which
uses something I'm
passionate about researching old maps to
identify locations!’
Layers Survey respondent

Case study: MOLA’s engagement programme
MOLA’s engagement programme focused on building recording workshops – six were
delivered at various historic locations before lockdown, and two were delivered by webinar,
attended by approx. 80 people per session.
The workshops sought to give an overview of recording techniques for the built
environment, and reached a wide range of people – from people with previous experience
who wanted to develop their skills to laypeople looking for something new to interest them
during lockdown. The content of the sessions included how to survey and record people’s
own homes, and the built environment in their hyper local area. On site sessions were based
at locations of particular interest, such as the South London Gallery, which had a mixed
history, including use as a sausage factory. Building recording (unlike field archaeology),
does not need special licensing, and so provides an accessible route into archaeology.
Participants used the sessions in a number of ways – the Hanworth Park House Friends
group wanted to develop their skills in building recording to help them make the case for
investment in Hanworth Park House. Others were interested in career routes within
archaeology, or wanted to learn about their own house.

based on a small sample of comments from the general user survey, cross referenced against whether
or not they had attended an event or workshop
6
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The sessions signposted Layers as a next step to sharing individual and group research. The
primary value to MOLA of being part of the Layers programme was in being able to reach
new audiences and networks.

As a particular focus of the engagement programme, volunteers were encouraged to attend
training sessions, training videos and workshops, including specific training workshops on
georeferencing. Volunteers said that they had increased their research skills as part of the
project, although there is less evidence of increased skills in other areas.
My involvement with Layers has made me

Agree

Neither agree
nor disagree

Disagree

Develop my research skills
Develop my professional skills
Developed my personal skills
Helped me build my CV

16
7
8
7

4
11
10
8

2
3
3
6

Teachers7 reported that schoolchildren acquired skills in mapping; research and applying
knowledge; use of historical evidence; ICT/geopositioning; logic in order to explore the site,
and spatial awareness. Teachers also reported that CPD sessions had helped them develop
new mapping and increased GIS skills.
For one teacher, Layers Fired up my learning of cross curricular activities as well ensuring a
visceral experience of our area changing both historically, geographically and in real time
(through graffiti art changes) so as to explore history now, as well as through past pieces of
evidence.’
Interns and work placements said that working with Layers helped them to combine practical
historical elements with more historical studies, to access different research resources such as
the local archive centre, to learn about unfamiliar and untold heritage stories and to work
directly with people who could provide lived history examples, (see Appendix 2, Case studies,
6,7 and 8.)
Case study: Developing Skills through internships at LMA
London Metropolitan Archives is a Layers of London Project partner organisation. From
2018-2019, a small team which included two interns worked exclusively on contributing
curated content from the archive’s holdings for the Layers Website. This material included
historical photographic images and historic plans, and was presented as collections on the
website illustrating themes in London History such as transport, education, health and
welfare, entertainment and the emergency services.

7

See section 4.4.2 for details of teachers who provided feedback
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The two interns on the LMA team, Kate and Hannah were fully involved in all aspects of the
project and developed considerable expertise in all the following areas: ▪

Photo research and the writing of image captions to carefully defined criteria. They
worked proactively with the catalogue editor and archivist to develop those criteria in
the first instance and then became exceptional ‘advocates’ for the images in LMA’s
collections, adding research and interest value by providing good historic
contextualisation.

▪

They were also involved in the technical preparation of images and metadata which
was transferred to the central Layers of London team and website partners for
uploading. This included the preparation of spreadsheets for each collection, the
selection, geo-location and resizing of digital image files and the writing of collection
introductions. The work sometimes included searching for original images in LMA’s
collections that had not yet been digitized and arranging for them to be prepared for
inclusion.

▪

They also worked with volunteers on a photography project, helping to prepare and
lead photoshoots on location, caring for the data created and reporting back.

▪

They also undertook project publicity, speaking at both internal and external events
about the project and their work.

Kate and Hannah ‘were instrumental and showed real leadership in generating a programme
of social media output about the project, their work, and the collections at London
Metropolitan Archives…As project team members, they were recognised as central to the
success of our project term.’ Jane Muncaster, Catalogue Editor, LMA
As outlined in Section 6.3, organisational learning, staff working on the project have gained
rich and varied skills that they will be able to use in the future. These skills are already being
applied on other projects, where staff have moved on. The original Learning and Engagement
Officer is now involved with an extensive NLHF funded project at New Unity Church. She has
applied her learning around briefing and working with website designers, adding value to the
project by making this process more efficient. She has also gained confidence and experience
to identify what is working and not working, and articulate the case for change. For example,
she has encouraged the team to make changes to the Activity Plan in order to improve
outcomes for participants and the organisation.

4.4.3. People have volunteered time
Did ‘participating in a major heritage project give volunteers a sense of purpose and wellbeing
through contributing to heritage and society, and ensuring the legacy of the project through
local heritage projects?’

The majority of the community engagement programme, with the exception of school
engagement, has engaged volunteers in some way. The different models of volunteering that
the project has applied are:
▪

Volunteer teams led by Layers who contributing to georeferencing, or content
development through targeted campaigns, such as those doing the
#MapLondonsPubs project
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▪

Student work placements, working under the guidance of the Layers team

▪

Volunteers led by their respective community groups or organisations

▪

People who contribute to the site independently

This section looks at how the first group of volunteers have engaged
with the project, based on 24 volunteer surveys returned. The second
group (work placements) were also invited to provide feedback, but
the number of replies returned was too low to provide useful data.
The majority (16) of the volunteers had added content or collections
to the website; some were involved in georeferencing (7), research
(5) and community engagement (3). Most had been engaged via the
Map London Pubs project.

‘Adam Corsini and Liam
Cunningham have been
brilliant organisers - really
clear in their instructions
and guidance.’
Volunteer

Volunteers rated the Layers project positively: all rated it three stars or above, 11 rated it 5 stars.
They appreciated the expertise of the team and the flexibility of the website, allowing people to
easily work and upload content at home.
Volunteers were asked what could be improved: answers included
frustrations with technical issues and bugs in the system, and
requests for more opportunities to get together with other
volunteers ( Well it's about pubs. Maybe we should have held a
social meeting in one. ) and online training sessions and workshops.

‘It's been a brilliant
experience and could only be
improved by me having more
time to commit. I hope to in
the future.’

We asked volunteers what difference participating in Layers had
made to them. Most volunteers found the project stimulating and
entertaining, giving them an increased sense of purpose and
wellbeing – and in this respect, the project has achieved its
intended outcome. Fewer agreed that the project had increased
their feelings of pride in their local area, or made them want to be
more involved with their local community.

‘Thank you for this great
opportunity, it’s been very
enlightening experience. Look
forward to finalising my work
once the life in London is
back to normal.’
Layers Volunteer

4.4.4. Unexpected outcomes: the difference Layers made during Lockdown
As cultural and heritage
organisations re-evaluated
their programmes, projects
and
methods
of
engagement as a response
to the disruption of Lockdown, we were particularly interested in how a digital project such as
Layers could quickly adapt, and provide stimulation and continued engagement during
Lockdown. The team quickly transferred their engagement programme to digital platforms,
offering public webinars and bespoke workshops, which have been well-attended. The majority
of volunteers continued with research and adding content to the site.
We asked both dedicated volunteers, and general site users to tell us about the difference
being involved in Layers made to them during Lockdown.
Participation had increased for four volunteers, and for seven it had decreased (one because
they were a key worker, another was furloughed and could not involve professional
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colleagues) and eleven saw no change to how much they were participating. Some were
restricted because were unable to make site visits (e.g. to interview pub staff), and one missed
‘the personal contact and extra reward or original research on the ground.’ Those who could
said that they continue to work on web-based research.
Of 71 email newsletter recipients surveyed, 20 said that their engagement with Layers had
increased during lockdown (4 said it had decreased, 47 said it had not changed).
Volunteers and participants responses to the question ‘what difference did it make to you to be
involved with Layers during Lockdown’ are grouped as follows:
▪

Keeping intellectually active and engaged, and learning something new, fun or
interesting (14 respondents): ‘To begin with, it was a godsend to be able to do
georeferencing when I couldn't get out and about - I spent hours on it! Sadly it was
soon completed;’ ‘I have enjoyed looking through the website and learning, learning,
learning..;’ ‘Georeferencing has become a wellbeing activity for me - when I get
depressed about the lockdown, it is my escape!’

▪

Providing a resource with which to catch up on research and CPD (6 respondents)

▪

Remaining connected to other people and feeling that they were contributing to
something (4 respondents): ‘The RAF project gave me a purpose each day that I
worked on it. It gave me something to focus on and feel that I was contributing for the
greater good;’ ‘A form of social interaction as I live alone and have rarely seen anyone;’
‘It has made me feel part of a community, has provided intellectual stimulation, and
given me a sense of purpose during this period.’

▪

An alternative to physical visits (3 respondents): ‘The ability to use it has helped to
compensate for the inability to visit sites, libraries and the Museum of London’

▪

An opportunity for reflection about the pandemic and lockdown (2 respondents):
‘Made me think that C19 is just a very small part of the history of London, thus putting
the restrictions into proportion;’ ‘The security of looking back instead of forward.’

Volunteers were asked if they made friends as a result of the project – very few said that they
had. This may have been an inevitable consequence of volunteering during lockdown,
although it does suggest that there was a missed opportunity to connect volunteers online.
While
other
heritage
organisations across the sector
needed time to upskill staff and
reimagine their programmes and
audience engagement, Layers
was quick to adapt to the
changing circumstances that the pandemic bought. Its successful webinar programme has
provided a new model for digital engagement that participants have embraced and valued. Its
volunteer programme has demonstrated that people can feel a sense of purpose when
participating in online projects, and this could be strengthened by more interactive sessions with
other volunteers.
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5. THE DIFFERENCE LAYERS HAS MADE TO COMMUNITIES
5.1. The difference the project intended to make
The project intended to meet the following outcomes for communities:
▪

More people will be involved in heritage, with a target of 20k pins per year, and an
engagement programme that includes schools, community groups and volunteers.

▪

The work of community groups and history societies will be more visible and
sustainable, adding value through collaboration and co-production, especially those
with less access to funding /technology/skills.

▪

A wider range of people will have engaged with heritage, through new models of
engagement which extend beyond traditional users of archives or local history groups,
reaching out to those who would not otherwise engage in heritage.

▪

Barriers to engagement for underrepresented ethnic or social groups will be reduced,
and people will feel included and connected.

▪

Engagement with local groups will embed Layers within local heritage cultures rather
than ‘imposing’ solutions.

5.2. What has happened?
The NLHF approved purposes do not set out any specific outputs relating to communities that
have not been covered elsewhere. They do include quantitative targets, against which we can
report the following progress.
Overall Project Target

Engagement to date

600 volunteers engaged

53 volunteers directly engaged, contributing 953 days, plus
202 schools georeferencing hours supervised by the Layers
team. 87 volunteers from other organisations trained.
5 internships and 52 work placements delivered
24 education outreach sessions delivered, all of which
included use of the georeferencer. Average 30 pupils per
sessions, approx. 720 schoolchildren reached before
lockdown curtailed the programme.
66 talks, events and walks delivered, with 1,836 participants
in total
64 workshops delivered, with 488 participants in total
20 webinars, with 826 attendees and 1,996 Youtube views of
recorded webinars
9,805 pins added
172,585 users have accessed the website since launch
Total engagement hours (Activity hours x number persons
participating): 8,876
Number of participants for engagement activity: 4,480

3 interns engaged
200 schoolchildren engaging
with programme and 100
schools engaged through the
georeferencing programme
5 adult/family workshops (LMA)
and 27 archaeological/buildings
workshops (M0LA) delivered

20,000 pins added
No target set
No target set
No target set
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5.3. What difference is it making?
Layers has reached a wide range of individual people, and a wide range of groups, through an
extensive programme of engagement activities including outreach, promotional events, and
attendance at community events and festivals led by others across London. The Layers team
built relationships with users, following up training sessions by visiting and talking to groups on
their home ground. The team have sought out non-academic spaces in order to reach a wide
range of people – for example, delivering promotional events at Stanford’s map shop allowed
the team to reach a wide cross section of the general public.
The following outcomes all support the NLHF outcome ‘A wider range of people have engaged
with heritage.’

5.3.1. Supporting community groups to share their stories
Did Layers make the work of community groups and history societies ‘more visible and
sustainable, adding value through collaboration and co-production, particularly those with less
access to funding/technology/skills?’
Layers has provided a platform for community groups and history societies to share their stories,
and has supported skills development through public workshops and bespoke outreach sessions
with groups. This is evidenced by the sheer number of groups who are interacting with the site,
either independently, or with support from the Layers team.
We interviewed three very different community organisations – The Ashburnham Triangle
Association, the Furniture History Society and Our Hut (Inventive Vents) about their experience
with Layers. (See Appendix 2, Case Studies 10,11,12). Each group reported that Layers allowed
them to reduce the amount of funds, resources and time spent developing their own digital
platform, giving them more time to focus on content and reach. They appreciated the training that
the Layers team gave, helping them to enhance their digital skills.
As reported in Section 3.4.3, 60% of newsletter subscribers surveyed agreed that ‘I now feel
stories that are relevant to me are recorded, valued and accessible to others.’ 10% disagreed, and
30% neither agreed nor disagreed.

5.3.2. Reaching beyond traditional users
We looked at whether ‘new models of engagement extended beyond traditional users of
archives or local history groups, reaching out to those who would not otherwise engage in
heritage.’
The Layers engagement programme has achieved its intention to reach out beyond traditional
users of archives or local history groups to take a much broader perspective of heritage. This
has been achieved through a combination of wide outreach and promotion, which has
attracted different kinds of organisations, and bespoke projects which explore themes rather
than geographical locations.
For example, the Layers team have curated collections around the history London Pubs (over
1,000 records), Fictional London (hooking the building of the collection to a digital book club,
using Slack), and London Arrivals (a collection around migration into London). These have
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brought together stories which involve people who aren’t connected by a traditional style
historical society.
The project has attracted a wide range of organisations who are running their own projects,
who don’t fit into the category of heritage society or archive users. Examples include:
▪

All Change: this arts and heritage organisation is running a project, Known in your
Bones, exploring Vitamin D deficiency with young women through researching and
exploring archive images and articles at London Metropolitan Archives and other
collections including the Wellcome Collection and The Royal London Hospital, and
materials held on Layers.

▪

Guild of Beer Writers: this organisation comprises beer media experts and industry
bodies such as brewers, pub companies, and trade suppliers. A talk by the Layers team
on the Layers’ Pubs of London project the at Truman’s Brewery led to a new
relationship with the Guild and Shepherd Neame, Britain's oldest brewer, who offered
to share its collection on the Layers website.

▪

Tate Lives is a collaboration between UEL; North Woolwich and Silvertown
Neighbourhood Forum; Craftory Workshop; Ferry Festival Past, Present and Future;
and the Royal Docks Community Voice. Salvaging the Oral History of the Tate Institute,
is a project to create a community history of the now derelict Tate Institute, the former
sports and social club for workers of the Tate and Lyle sugar refinery in Silvertown,
East London. Materials and information gathered through the project are being
integrated into Layers, which provides a platform on which student and UEL research
projects can be shared.

53% of people who were surveyed while using the site described themselves as being people
with a personal interest in history, while 14% said they were professional historians or
archivists. Few people described the purpose of their visit as ‘work’ or ‘looking for a specific
subject,’ which indicates that site is reaching beyond academics and archivists.
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5.3.3. Reaching underrepresented ethnic or social groups
Did Layers reduce ‘barriers to engagement for underrepresented ethnic or social groups’,
leading to people being ‘included and connected?’
The Layers team recognised mid-way through the project that they needed to better engage
more diverse groups with the project. They saw that the choice of venue played an important
part in determining who attends, and that while project events at heritage buildings or
museums had good attendance, they tended to be well served groups of people. Events
organised in less ‘traditional’ heritage settings like community centres were not as well
attended.

Since then, the team have actively sought out projects that record and document diverse
perspectives of heritage, creating awareness of the contribution of individuals of different
groups and communities to London arts, culture and politics. Examples of projects led by the
Layers team include Documenting Windrush Arrivals (see below), and Blue Plaques of Black
Londoners: an intern-led project mapping the English Heritage Blue Plaques of black
Londoners and proposing new Plaques so that the scheme better represents the diversity of
London. The project linked to Black History Month 2019.
These projects are important in for collecting, preserving and celebrating the histories of
African and Caribbean people in London and acknowledging these people on Layers will help
others to feel included and connected.
Case study: Documenting Windrush Arrivals
The anniversary of the arrival of
Windrush, celebrated through a new
layer on the website, which is the third
most popular layer (see section 3.4.3).
An associated webinar was attended
by 20 people. The Windrush project
attracted attention from community
organisations such as Living Maps
Network, a networking group that uses
participatory mapping to help
communities drive social change. Living Maps were keen to share the Layer with local
community projects and networks throughout London, including those delivered with Age
UK, and with members of Brixton’s Caribbean community.
‘I would like to thank you for making this history visible - I found it incredibly moving.’
Director, Living Maps Network
Image: John Hazel, Harold Wilmot and John Richards on the dockside at Tilbury, having
disembarked from the Empire Windrush
LMA have used Layers as a resource to support their LGBTQ+ history club to explore stories
that interested them. This was particularly useful during lockdown, as a tool for digital
discussion and engagement. Following the workshops, records tagged LGTB increased from
17 to 37.
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Layers is also supporting groups who are leading their own projects that engage under-served
people, or people whose stories have traditionally been overlooked. Examples include
▪

Mapping the Bengali East End, led by the Swadhinata Trust, will create a map of
Whitechapel showing the Bengali population today in comparison with an earlier map of
Whitechapel showing the Jewish population at the turn of the 20th century. The project
will produce an account of how migrant communities lead change in areas of London.

▪

Feminist Walks: an online historical walking route through the East End of London
showcasing its feminist history as written by Clare Manifold for the Rights of Women
group in 1979. Clare created a walk around London’s East End to raise money for
Rights of Women. Sixty women went on the walk, which Clare later published as a
pamphlet entitled The Feminist East End: A Walk. Layers now provides detailed
historical information about this area of London and the key figures in the struggles for
women’s rights that were fought there during the late 19th and early 20th centuries. (70
records).

▪

Corner Shop Stories, with the National Trust: Corner shops are a corner stone of British
life and have come to symbolise integration, cultural exchange, and entrepreneurial
flare. The rich social history of the corner shop remains largely untold. This research
and public engagement project told this story of intangible heritage, through themes of
migration, hardship, achievement, and perseverance. For the National Trust, Layers
provided a route to engaging with people who are not traditional NT supporters. (See
Appendix 2, Case Study 14)

Other examples include collections around Afghan culture and heritage, Greek and Greek
Cypriot Gastronomy in London, Jewish London, and the Italian community at St Peter’s Italian
Church.

5.3.4. Embedding Layers within local heritage culture
Did the project ‘embed Layers within local heritage cultures rather than imposing solutions?’
The project included two approaches to curation and content development. The Layers team
themselves created projects and campaigns to increase reach and diversity of reach and of
content, such as London Arrivals and Fictional London.
However, there are many examples in this section, and many more, of organisations who have
used the website relatively independently as a platform for their own stories. The Layers team
have not been involved in curating content – and so do not ‘impose solutions’, but rather give
organisations a resource to tell their own stories, and tell them in their own way.

5.3.5. Reaching beyond the local area
As would be expected, the majority of website visitors are in or close to London. However, the
project is reaching people from wider afield, and overseas. 83% of visitors to the website are
from within the UK, with 50% from London. A significant amount of the traffic from New York,
Sydney, and Melbourne can be attributed to the Londonist articles.
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As reported in 4.4.4 the webinars were effective in reaching people during Lockdown – and
this led to widened participation across the country, for people who may not otherwise have
been able to attend talks due to distance from London.
City

Users

London
Croydon
Bristol
Birmingham
Sydney
Melbourne
Southend-on-Sea
New York
Oxford
Watford
Cambridge

86,778
2,258
1,095
894
855
832
757
738
713
669
666

‘

The webinars are great. People
can view records who would not
usually be able to do so. I’m in the
Midlands and would never be in a
position to attend your talks in
person. Please continue event
after the lockdown has completely
passed.’
Webinar participant, via chat bar.
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6. THE DIFFERENCE LAYERS HAS MADE TO THE INSTITUTE OF
HISTORICAL RESEARCH
6.1. The difference Layers intended to make
▪

The organisation will be more resilient, through developing new models, increasing
skills and capacity, capturing organisational learning, and developing partnerships.

▪

Layers has a legacy beyond the NLHF project, allowing the project to continue to
expand.

6.2. Approved purposes relating to outcomes for the organisation:
▪

Recruitment of Project Manager, Public Engagement Officer, Volunteer Coordinator,
GIS Advisor, Project Administrator, Volunteer and Outreach Coordinator (LMA) and
Archivist (LMA)

▪

Project evaluation and exit strategy

6.3. What has happened?
6.3.1. Organisational positioning and increased resilience
Layers has enabled the Institute of Historical Research (IHR)’s to deliver on its mission and
core values of integrity, inclusivity, collaboration, curiosity, care, and equality. The project has
enhanced IHR’s role and reach as an academic institution. The pathfinder ethos of Layers in
seeking out and responding to the process of revealing tangible and intangible aspects of
London’s heritage has led IHR to interact with a wide range of communities and individuals
who are outside its usual sphere. This has brought new perspectives and relationships which
have benefited IHR.
The project structure set up for Layers has emphasised inclusivity in engaging with individuals
and communities and empowered them with tools and a channel to document and share their
stories: this approach is reflected in the breadth of content featured on the Layers site.
Importantly, academic research and crowdsourced stories are given equal value.
Layers’ new models and techniques have supported IHR’s role as a research institution
through enabling local recording and preservation of tangible and intangible heritage across
London and by making historic maps and documents freely available online. IHR has increased
its reach by linking a wide range of heritage resources together for the first time, adding value
to them, and encouraging wider public engagement and community collaboration in recording
and sharing heritage.
As the landscape of London changes, the Layers initiative is especially important to IHR as the
UK's national centre for history. Much of the city’s heritage is not recorded and is at risk
through new developments, lack of recognition of significance or just neglect. This is often the
case where there are no local history, conservation or community groups or the heritage
narratives of diverse groups are not acknowledged or appreciated. Layers provides the
opportunity and the empowerment for people and communities to document and record the
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aspects of their local heritage that have most meaning. People and organisations are prepared
to commit time and effort to do so.
This reputation and positioning of IHR within the sector has been considerably strengthened
through the Layers partnerships with major heritage institutions.

6.3.2. Increasing skills and capacity
The Layers team changed considerably over the life of the project. Each new team member
brought new approaches and perspectives which have been accommodated, adapted and
assimilated to take the project into new dimensions. Effective recruitment processes
prevented the delays faced by some projects when appointing new staff. Staff turnover also
enabled the project to bring in the different skills needed as the project evolved.
The team has been excited and energised by this ambitious social project: the small team of
four people has consistently tried to push the project to the next level, led by a strong sense of
what it wanted to achieve.
Layers has been an aspirational project with no template or model to draw on so required
innovation to make the interactive website it stable and functional. Key skills have developed
around managing the development of the website and recognising the importance of having an
iterative and intuitive way of working in order to respond to the diversity and demands of
different aspects of the project.
Delivering Layers placed demands on the organisation’s digital capability: this highlights the
importance of the relationship between Error Agency as the web development supplier and the
Layers team and demonstrated how a strong relationship is essential on a pioneering digital
project.

6.3.3. Organisational learning
It is an understatement to say that the Layers team has learned through this project. It took
them into uncharted territory, requiring them to formulate new techniques to manage complex
GIS, to digitise historic maps and to create an interactive website to which anyone could add
content. The team has had to learn how to address the compromises and constraints that need
to be factored into an evolving website, and to adopt agile and iterative processes to respond
to the changing circumstances facing a trail-blazing project.
The team’s sense of user needs has evolved through understanding why groups want to put
content on to the site and how the process needed to adapt to make adding data easy. They
are now seeing that people are more confident in loading content. This reflects how the team
has learned to communicate with users and to shape the site directly in response to user
feedback and to manage the expectations of website users. Many organisations felt they
needed permission to upload content and to address this Layers put new mechanisms in place
to show this isn't necessary.

6.3.4. Developing partnerships that open new opportunities
A fundamental principle of Layers is to encourage people and institutions to share information.
Layers has been enabled through the collaboration and contributions of strategic partnerships
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with major institutions in the heritage sector that played a significant role in enabling its
development. More has been achieved than would be possible by one organisation alone.
Partnerships brought in high levels of expertise and specialist skills as well as access to
relevant archive material and the promotion and sharing of digital heritage. Layers has been
surprised at the willingness of these major institutions to collaborate.

Key Layers partners and their contributions:
London Metropolitan Archives (LMA) has provided a large number of the key historic maps
seen on the website as well as film clips, estate plans and 1,000 images from the photographic
archives of the London County Council. LMA has also delivered workshops to community
groups and schools on researching their history and developing projects.
Birkbeck, University of London specialises in providing wide-ranging world-class evening
education to make it education accessible. It has embedded Layers in history education
degree programmes and short courses, seeing it as a platform for adult history students to
share the outcomes of their research with the public.
MOLA (Museum of London Archaeology) undertook the geomatics to ensure that the key
historic map layers fit together accurately. It developed and delivered community engagement
activities enabling community groups to understand their built and material heritage and the
archaeology around them.

The British Library contributed several key maps to the Layers website and provided
expertise on georeferencing historic maps (overlaying historic maps to accurately fit on a
modern map) enabling exploration of how London has changed over time.
‘The British Library’s partnership with Layers gave the opportunity to make our collections
available to new audiences and to derive value through combining with other information. We
are interested in making our 19th-century map collections available as Web Map Services
which Layers is doing. We are interested in crowd-sourcing and public engagement. This was
an opportunity to make crowd-sourced content from our Georeferencer more widely available.
The British Library has valued how Layers has exposed our collections to new audiences. We
saw how the Layers GIS researcher has been able to turn Georeferencer map images into a
Web Map Service which is a methodological innovation. We have learned more about making
crowd-sourced GIS data ready for online distribution to a wide audience.’ Gethin Rees, Lead
Curator, Digital Mapping, British Library.
Historic England contributed to Layers by digitising and making available the 24,000 aerial
photos of London in 1940s from the Royal Air Force national survey. The georeferencer
enabled these images to be stitched together for the first time. Contributions from the public
and school children are creating a single aerial image of London. Historic England’s Heritage
Schools Programme worked with Layers to develop local history projects and resources.
The National Archives contributed the 1910/1911 Inland Revenue Survey Maps with detailed
records about each building plot. It hopes that access to these maps will facilitate access to the
detailed field records held at The National Archives, providing very detailed information about
each property on the map.
London School of Economics (LSE) holds Charles Booth’s famous poverty maps of London.
The partnership led to co-developing a way to record and classify the shapes on these maps,
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with Layers’ development partners Error Agency. Users can now interact with the Booth maps
on the Layers website and can help to mark and classify coloured areas on the maps.
‘For LSE, Layers meant we were able to do work we would not have otherwise been able to
do, by taking advantage of shared expertise and development capabilities. In return, I believe
LSE has offered content and another avenue of publicity for the Layers project and its work.
The most interesting aspect of our involvement is developing a new application to crowdsource mapping data, more or less from scratch. Meeting colleagues from Layers, the IHR and
Error to collaborate on new areas of work. From my perspective, it has offered new ways of
visualising London history in accessible and interesting ways.’ Neil Stewart LSE
The National Library of Scotland has provided georeferenced map layers, including:
Ordnance Survey, Five feet to the Mile, 1893 - 1896 and Ordnance Survey, National Grid
maps, 1940s - 1960s.
Historic Towns Trust (HTT) contributed two historical maps of London to Layers: one of
medieval London (c.1270 to 1300) and one of London in 1520, before the Dissolution of
religious houses changed the urban landscape. HTT’s contributions are newly drawn maps,
recreating the City of London at two early dates in its history.
‘Layers allowed us to deliver maps of London to a wide audience on a digital platform,
extending beyond printed products, and stimulating interest in what we do. HTT’s participation
allows us to see how medieval and Tudor London relate to later London. Overlaying the maps
allows direct comparison of maps of London at different dates. This comparison can inform
map-compilation, by being able to compare the course of a boundary at different dates.’ Giles
Darkes, the Trust's cartographer.
Further examples of productive partnerships include the Corner Shop Stories project with the
National Trust. Collaborating with Layers enabled NT to reach new audiences who are less
likely to engage with them, to bring a relevant and creative project into NT’s project portfolio,
supporting its aim to reveal more personal stories. Layers provided a practical solution to
uploading and sharing content, without needing to go through NT internal protocols
These partnerships have delivered mutual benefits and enabled Layers to meet its ambitions.
Partners have been enterprising and risen to the challenges of delivering a complex digital and
community engagement project which has require technical innovation as well as faith in
achieving the ambition for Layers of London.
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7. PROJECT PROCESS: MANAGING THE WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT
This section looks at the technical process of developing and managing the website, with
recommendations for further development and improvements.
The website pulls together three main areas of functionality:
1. The ability to view a range of historical maps overlaid on each other as well as a
modern map of London
2. The ability to add and browse geolocated records containing a range of media (text,
image, audio, and video) and to present these in ‘collections’
3. The ability to contribute to the process of geotagging historical maps and images, such
as the tool for crowd-sourcing the tracing of the Charles Booth Poverty Map
(https://www.layersoflondon.org/maptools)
Any one of these aspects could form the basis of a compelling and useful website. It’s an
impressive feat to bring these under one roof and provide clear instructions and navigation
across them.
There was no model for such an undertaking and no existing model to draw upon. The concept
for Layers was aspirational and the development process for the website and the processes of
producing content both through the digitising of historic maps and documents and the
crowdsourcing of content on different aspects of heritage was iterative.
The website was built out in several phases. An initial prototype highlighted issues with the
data model that would be required. A rebuilt version released privately as an ‘alpha’ website
was used in workshops and highlighted a range of usability issues and technical bugs.
When the website was launched there was already a list of future developments and minor
bugs that needed attention. These were addressed over the course of the following year, with
larger pieces of new functionality being deprioritised until the platform was suitably robust and
usable.
Over the course of this, the Layers team has learned that websites are evolving entities, and
organisations need to be agile in how they make a website stable and functional and when to
compromise in the face of constraints. The Layers team describe the process as ‘trail-blazing of laying down the tracks just before the train arrives.’
The partnership between Layers of London and Error, the web developer, has been a key
aspect of the project. Appointing such an important supplier can be a fraught process,
requiring a mix of technical and cultural fit to succeed.
In this case the relationship between Layers and Error has been a resounding success.
Responsibilities were clearly delineated, with each party respecting the expertise and guidance
of the other.
While it can be hard to gauge a potential partner’s attitude to a project during the procurement
process, Error’s consistent input and commitment to making the project work was very
valuable. Their intuitive and flexible approach of trialling, testing and adapting has steered the
site through four phases of development.
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Ultimately, the website has far exceeded the original idea for digital engagement and user
feedback is consistently very good.
‘It is amazing! It makes working out where modern day places are on historical maps so much
easier. Google maps for the whole of history :-)’
quote from website feedback survey, Sept 2020
That’s not to say that there hasn’t been some friction at times, with the Layers team pointing
out that lining up timescales can sometimes be difficult when working with a commercial
partner with other client work to fulfil. There were also small issues around managing and
communicating technical bugs.

7.1. Managing the website
We have commented elsewhere on the skills that the Layers team have gained throughout the
life of the project. The approach to managing the website has developed over time, with a
greater emphasis in recent months towards promotion, creating content and campaigns aimed
at attracting and engaging online audiences.
In the initial stages of the project, general marketing and promotion took something of a
backseat to ongoing technical development and bug fixing. People were most likely to hear
about the website through in-person workshops and stakeholder engagement activities. An
early evaluation report identified a skills gap around digital marketing and efforts were made to
address this.
In particular a piece of work was carried out to ensure that the website could be more easily
discovered by search engines, bringing in a larger audience of people looking for relevant
content and themes. Some training and consultancy around digital marketing was also brought
in to focus efforts.
The website started getting more traction with digital marketing when additional resource was
brought into the team to add regularity to email and social media communications. This has
resulted in a steady, ongoing improvement of the project’s visibility.
At this point, promotion of the website still feels under-resourced. While activity on email and
social media is performing reasonably well, there are several channels that are not being
exploited to anywhere approaching their fullest potential. These include PR, search engine
optimisation, and very targeted digital advertising.

7.2. Reception to the website and its usage
7.2.1. Routes and referrals
Unless otherwise stated, we used the period 1st October 2018 to 31st August April 2020 for all
metrics.
In the months since launch, the website has been accessed by 166,940 users.
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The larger spikes are due to the Londonist websites publishing articles on Layers of London.
Often this is in response to new maps being added. These articles are shared on social media,
specifically on Twitter and Facebook.
The latest and largest of these spikes came in May 2020 and brought close to 20,000 visitors
to the site.
This shows that the site is capable of capturing the imagination of large numbers of peoples,
but such coverage has come by chance, is not part of a repeatable process, and there is a
sense that Layers doesn’t capitalise on it (traffic quickly returns to the same levels as
previously) or seek out similar coverage from other sources.
The chart below shows how traffic comes to the website.

It is mostly driven by two sources. Search engines have provided a steadily increasing
foundation of traffic, with referral spikes occurring when the site is featured on londonist.com.
Other broad categories of traffic - email, social media, referrals from other websites - make up
the remainder.
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The greatest growth in website traffic over the course of the project to date has come from
fixing some issues related to search engine optimisation.
The website had been built in a way so as to improve the user experience, but it meant that
Google (and other search engines) struggled to access and understand those pages. That
meant that when people used search engines to find information, pages from
layersoflondon.org that might have been relevant were not being served up as search results.
The chart below shows how traffic from search engines has increased over time. It has gone
from providing about 18% of the site’s traffic, to providing around 35%.

However, there is still room for improvement here. The website is now much more search
engine-friendly from a technical standpoint, but:
▪

work could be done to publish content that responds to relevant queries from search
engine users, and

▪

the site would benefit from more people linking to it from other relevant, high quality
websites

Referral traffic (users visiting from links on other websites) represents 28% of traffic, which is
due to the Londonist articles as well as some other articles shared by the partners of the
project (the School of Advanced Studies and the Institute for Historical Research).
Social media drives a relatively small percentage of traffic to the website. However, it is worth
mentioning that driving website traffic may not be the most effective use of Facebook or
Twitter, and that social media activity can also be used to:
▪

Communicate insights from the project

▪

Maintain links with partners

▪

Build and maintain links with the wider community around topics that are relevant to the
project, such as mapping, and local history.

As noted in previous evaluations, a small amount of traffic comes from email, but this has been
growing. 2,473 users have come to the site via the Layers of London newsletter, with each
edition bringing steadily more. An email newsletter sent around 6 July 2020 brought 302 users
to the site.

7.2.2. Usage
We added a survey to the website to gauge user intent and to gather feedback. It invited
visitors to let us know:
▪

in what capacity they were using the site
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▪

what they liked about it, and

▪

what they thought should be improved.

We received 264 responses over a two-week period in September 2020.

By far the largest proportion of people (53%) said that they were visiting the website out of
personal interest. Those visiting the website in a professional capacity totalled a quarter (25%)
of respondents.
Those who selected ‘Other’ included tour guides and writers.

The majority of website visitors identified their purpose as ‘personal research’, or without a
specific goal in mind (e.g. finding out more about their area, or random browsing).
There is a wide variety of people using the site, and in the vast majority of cases the visit is
fuelled by their interest.
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Many of the people using the site seem to be doing so with a specific goal in mind, which
would suggest that tools such as search, filters, and recommendations would be valuable for
navigation.

The main thing that users like is the breadth of history and information, the presence of
data, the number of layers available on the site.
People enjoy the wonders of the maps, the variety, the concept, and discovering details, but
mostly the link between past and present.
Some examples of comments:
▪

Breadth of sources, the adjustments made to correct scale of maps. A very good
teaching aid.

▪

Bringing together the past and the present.

▪

It is amazing! It makes working out where modern day places are on historical maps so
much easier. Google maps for the whole of history :-)

User experience comes a close second, with visitors enjoying the navigation and functions of
the maps and site. The ability to overlay maps on each other is a key element.
The user-friendly interface, and the freedom to browse without having to pay for anything are
highlighted:
▪

I love these maps and being able to make comparisons.

▪

I love this site - it opens up such a deep view into London's past... the basic value
proposition is good, some slight quibbles with details of the UX, but nothing drastic.

▪

The range of maps and their details. Being able to overlay maps

Other positive comments included the ease of use, or people admiring the design of the
website, and some stating that they liked everything about the site.
Some users commented that the very fact that the site existed was what they enjoyed the most
about it.
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▪

it's pure genius - an inspiration thank you

▪

Lovely design, well thought out and fantastic user-experience! Well done.

This time there weren’t any negative comments - only a few responses stating that they hadn’t
had enough time yet to see what was good about the site.

The majority of visitors stated they didn’t know what to improve - either because it was too
soon to tell, or because they genuinely enjoy the site as it is.
User friendliness was a common complaint, with some people calling the site a bit clunky or
hard to use. Some reported the layers weren’t working properly.
▪

As a beginner I find the need to load and reload layers, away from and back to the map,
a little awkward and wonder if it could be streamlined

▪

Ease of start-up - it has always been confusing to remember the steps, even for regular
users.

▪

Selecting layers is cumbersome and un-intuitive

We would encourage the team to weigh this against the positive comments about usability.
User friendliness is highly subjective and situational, and is the result of good processes, rather
than a fixed and certain end point.
13% asked for more maps and information, being generally happy with the site and only
asking for additional data and features:
▪

A catalogue of famous people’s residences

▪

More maps! I really like the actual historical maps that you have. It would be great to
have more of them. Also more accurate layers to chart watercourses and even
sewers?

▪

I'd like to be able to save my layers views and add my own notes

▪

would be good to see simulated walking through history of this great city.

8% complained about the navigation:
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▪

currently difficult to find what i want to improved search system; less complicated
menus

▪

Its overly complex and moving graphics. Not at all easy to navigate. Attempts to be
more sophisticated than it needs to be and therein frustrates users. Indexing also not
great.

Requests for instructions on how to use the site totalled 8% of responses:
▪

Clearer instructions! Figuring out how to view a specific layer isn't immediately obvious.

▪

I've happened on the site by accident; it doesn't seem very clear about how to use it or
look at a wider area. I'd like to look at the area I grew up in.

▪

In the intro, it would be good to see examples of waht information is there - a kind of
video or screenshot demo

7.3. Accessibility
As in our previous report, we tested several URLs using an automated tool based on Google’s
Lighthouse framework. It reviews a given website page against certain criteria and assigns an
accessibility score out of 100. It is not a thorough test of accessibility but gives an indication.
We tested the following pages and recorded the following scores:
URL \ Accessibility Score

Nov
18

Apr
19

Apr
20

Sept
20

https://www.layersoflondon.org/
https://www.layersoflondon.org/map
https://www.layersoflondon.org/map/collections/29/records/827

44
68
62

44
65
55

43
73
81

52
72
81

There is no established benchmark for scoring, but a score of over 80 would be considered
good.
There has been improvement in these scores over time, but there still seems to be room for
improvement. There are limitations to automated accessibility testing and a full audit would
need to be carried out to understand the true state of play.
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8. LAYERS OF LONDON: THINKING AHEAD
Layers of London has enabled different aspects of heritage to be shared in a way not
previously possible. The project has drawn together major heritage institutions, specialists,
community groups and individuals and has created and delivered content in an engaging and
interactive way that many digital programmes don't achieve.
Layers has been the IHR's flagship project, and demonstrates how the IHR is at the forefront of
new ways of approaching history and engaging with new audiences. The project has also
demonstrated the value of creating strategic partnerships to access complementary
capabilities. A ‘do-it-alone’ approach would not have enabled IHR to scale the innovation
required to meet the growing ambition for the project, nor to resolve the complex challenges it
presented. All the partners have been positive about what has been achieved, what this new
resource is delivering, and the learning that has emerged.
The Layers model is proving viable route and format to creating a more cohesive approach to
presenting heritage because it enables people to take an active role as creators, disseminators
and decision makers on the aspects of heritage that matter to them.
The interactive capacity of Layers has enabled individuals and groups to define and share their
cultural heritage, and the meanings and values these represent to them. People-centred
channels to do this become increasingly important in a fragmenting society and at a time of an
ever-rapid pace of change and diversity …. ‘the more culturally diverse a society is, the richer
is the set of interpretations available to its citizens, providing diversity is positively embraced…
the role of heritage is to give citizens sufficient conceptual stability and self-confidence to
appropriate change without feeling threatened. Shared understanding and co-construction of
heritage, included actively negotiating its meaning, is also an important citizenship capacity in
a democracy.’8

8.1. Recommendations for legacy planning and next steps
Maximising the knowledge and expertise generated through Layers
Layers has brought value to the heritage sector and is already providing a template for other
organisations to follow. Several institutions, local authorities and projects have already
contacted Layers seeing it as a model of good practice in effectively engaging communities
and individuals in heritage. The challenge now facing Layers is to find ways to capitalise its
assets and resources as a service to the heritage sector which will help to generate income to
sustain it.

Consolidation and extension of strategic partnerships:
Layers has succeeded in brokering strategic and productive partnerships with major
institutions in the heritage and academic sectors. Several of the Layers partners have
expressed their hopes that the Layers project will continue.

8

https://rm.coe.int/steps-the-role-of-cultural-heritage-in-enhancing-community-cohesion-pa/1680971cbd
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‘LSE would like Layers to continue to provide a “hub” for those working on the history of
London and on innovative mapping applications on the web. If possible, the Layers site should
remain a “living” one that continues to develop and grow over time.’ Neil Stewart LSE. Such
partnerships may also unlock funding opportunities and development bids to strategic
organisations that fund heritage projects.

Developing a Funding Strategy
IHR will continue to support Layers for a limited time but a longer-term strategy to fund the
project is needed to identify options for its continuation and development through potential
partners and funding sources. Layers has submitted a proposal to AHRC entitled Enabling
Resilient Engagement with Heritage Collections after COVID-19: digital tools and co-curation in
local museums. This project will use Layers to enable local museums to share their collections
online and involve volunteers in a co-curatorial process. This opens routes to access further
funding in the museums and heritage sector, such as working with the Collections Trust.

Dissemination in the heritage sector
Considerable learning has emerged through the Layers project. Creating a dissemination
strategy would ensure the visibility and maximise the impact of the project’s activities. This
strategy would look at ways to communicate and share both the technical innovations and the
digital models for community engagement developed as a result of the project, and transfer
those outcomes to the wider heritage sector and beyond.

Providing a foundation for the success of other projects
There is the potential for Layers to act as a platform for other London-based projects looking to
document memories of places. By using the publishing tools of the Layers website, those
projects will be able to cut down on the time, cost, and skills required to create a functioning
platform, increasing the viability of such projects and significantly decreasing the risk involved.
We particularly see an efficiency for NLHF funded projects using Layers as a resource for
sharing heritage, without major investment in new technology, or staff capacity to support the
process. We see a great value in NLHF encouraging grantees not to ‘reinvent the wheel,’ –
particularly given the investment in this project in terms of time and money, and the learning
that has come out of it.

A commercial spin-off
The website developers, Error, have taken what they have learned from building Layers and
created a (less bespoke and feature-rich) platform called Humap (https://humap.me/). Like
Layers, it provides a means for collecting and presenting location-based, crowdsourced
content online, as well as integrating with museums’ collections management systems. The
IHR are an informal partner in this project. This will allow a further wave of projects and
organisations beyond London to benefit from the lessons learned from Layers and access the
essentials of the platform at a reduced cost.

8.2. Future scenarios for the website development
The website is now feature-rich and performs strongly, with many users reporting a good
experience with it. As mentioned in our previous report, major new functionality and
improvements do not seem to be critical at this stage, although there will always be
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developments that could improve user experience. Providing a good experience for users is a
constant process, not a destination.
However, it is worth noting that a website is not a static object that exists in a vacuum. The
website’s quality will decrease if security updates are not maintained, content goes stale, the
design starts to look outdated, activity is no longer undertaken to drive people to the site, or if it
does not keep pace with the changing requirements of browsers and devices.
Each of these factors will need to be considered to maintain the website at its current level of
quality.
Some degree of maintenance will be required over time to simply tread water. There may also
come a time when the platform will need to be rebuilt in order to free itself from what is known
as ‘technical debt’. That is, the steady accumulation of small fixes and workarounds that are
required to keep a website running but can begin to hamper developments over time.
In the meantime, we recommend paying attention to feedback from users. Layers has
benefited from plenty of this sort of input over the past few years, particularly from workshop
participants. Certain elements of functionality have also been tested before release. To date,
the website analytics have provided a source of user feedback. Quantitative tracking of user
behaviour on the website has been implemented by us as evaluators, rather than the project
team or Error.
Elements of this tracking, including crucial aspects such as how many records have been
created, or which map layers have been selected, have been implemented very slowly or not
at all. Having a clear picture of what people are doing on the website will be necessary for
understanding what’s going on.
We would also recommend augmenting this qualitative data with a regular implementation of a
short pop-up survey such as the one that was added to the Layers site to inform this
evaluation. These are useful for understanding who the visitors are, what their intent is when
visiting the site, and how their experience might be improved.

8.3. Final Words
‘The wide-ranging material made available on the site not only is testament to the project being
successful in its engagement with local authorities but with the general public as well. We are
very glad to contribute to such a valuable project and hope that the site can continue to
develop in the future.’ Julie Melrose, Haringey Archive and Museum Service
‘After discovering your project I think it is extremely important to make use of the great work
that has been done and integrate the social elements of history, culture and stories of
individuals into our master plan.’ Ummar Kasujee, Sustainability Projects Officer, University of
London

‘What an amazing site! My office is full of GIS professionals but none of them have ever delved
into historic mapping and so spent most of the morning distracted by my exploration of
London’s historic maps. I am amazed at all the other London maps that have been
georeferenced, not just John Rocque’s map, so thank you for that.’ Cpl Jonathan Brown,
Geographical Support Team, 42 Engr Regt (Geo)
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‘Massive congratulations on the success that is Layers of London! You must be absolutely
delighted with the response, engagement and positivity around it. Word-of-mouth is always a
great measure of success, and the high level of familiarity people have with your work is
testament to it.’ Tom Harper, Curator of Antiquarian Mapping, British Library
‘It's pure genius - an inspiration - thank you.’ Layers survey respondent
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9. APPENDIX 1: EVALUATION EVIDENCE SOURCES
9.1. Qualitative
The qualitative approach to evaluation has been particularly important in capturing impacts on
learning, in observing how the project documents tangible and intangible heritage and in
developing knowledge and skills to deliver this.
▪

Interviews with the project team: Seif El Rashidi, Project Manager; Adam Corsini, Public
Engagement Officer; Liam Cunningham, Volunteer Coordinator and Communications
Officer; Amy Todd, Learning and Engagement Officer (Year 1 of the project)

▪

Team reflection sessions on process and outcomes

▪

Stakeholder Interviews with participants to inform case studies

▪

Stakeholder Interviews with partner organisations

▪

Feedback from participants including schools and community groups by email

▪

Feedback from Ed Jones, Director of Error Agency, Layers of London website
development agency

9.2. Quantitative
▪

Surveys of Layers website users (264 responses)

▪

Surveys to Layers e-newsletter recipients (78 responses)

▪

Volunteer survey (22 responses)

▪

Website digital analytics tools including Google Analytics, Hotjar, website pop-up
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10. APPENDIX 2: CASE STUDIES
The following case studies were drawn together throughout the evaluation process and
included in the three interim reports.

10.1. Case Study 1: Early examples of best practice adoption
The research and development phase of Layers presented some technical challenges and the
partner organisation MOLA made an important contribution by resolving some of the issues
that emerged. Its geometricians georectified and digitised a framework sequence of significant
historic maps of London from the late 17th-century onwards, so that contributions can be
placed in their context. This expertise is already benefiting the heritage sector through being
shared and several organisations are looking to Layers as a model of best practice and to
review what aspects of this model are transferable to inform their thinking, development and
initiatives.
Examples of best practice adoption
Applied Public History: People, Places, Stories, MOOC course: Layers is a key part of the
new University of London Worldwide Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) for Coursera
led by the Centre for the History of People, Place and Community at the Institute of
Historical Research, University of London. This new course. titled Applied Public History:
People, Places, Stories draws significantly on Layers of London. It will seek to engage a wide
range of participants in local, community and public history. The University of London review
panel highlighted the Layers of London partnership as a key asset of the proposed MOOC,
and instrumental to its success and funding.’
Salters’ Archives Revealed: Layers wrote a letter of support for this project and although the
application was unsuccessful, Salters’ Public Programmes is now considering a
collaboration with Layers of London.
OCR Spitalfields module and OCR GCSE migration modules: sharing information between
course developers and Layers, as the Layers resources will be useful to students and
teachers selecting those modules.
The Museum of Youth Subculture is bringing another dimension of heritage into Layers,
through its focus on the UK’s pioneering role as a world leader in youth culture and selfexpression, and celebrates social movements, subcultures, sounds and styles that span the
generations and genres of post war to contemporary Britain. This is an online museum with
six photographic collections and wants to engage an older generation and to gather oral
histories and sought assistance and partnership.
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10.2. Case Study 2: Coventry Lives
Other heritage projects are approaching Layers of London to look at adopting aspects of the
model and learning from Layers’ experience.
Coventry Lives
Department of History, Warwick University: a project to develop a digital map of Coventry for
the year as City of Culture in 2021, featuring biographical data of past and present citizens,
via text, images, recordings and 3D models. The project is collaborating with the City of
Coventry as part of an intention to make its Historic Environment Record publicly accessible.
The project aims to create a platform that both projects can use.
The project’s chief technologist found Layers of London ‘a very useful model’ and has
contacted Layers’ specialist web developer Error for advice on technical aspects of
delivering this project online, and to benefit from sharing the experience of Layers to help
with the issues this project is facing. The Layers team has also been invited to participate in
a workshop at Warwick about public history and the Layers approach.
‘The Layers of London site has evoked strong positive reactions with project partners to get
a sense of what tool would suit our project(s) – particularly the interaction with rich media
content, crowdsourcing and spatial relationships. If the Layers of London open source
codebase (spotted on GitHub) can be used here in Coventry, that would be very helpful
indeed. We’re grateful for the academic open source community, and we should certainly
have a conversation about future plans concerning data interfaces with ARCHES……. A
conversation about the public engagement aspect as well as the platform itself as part of
that decision-making process may really help. And we have at least one digitised historical
base layer map that we want to work with, and I don’t think that the GIS approaches to
georeferencing etc is well understood by all here.’
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10.3. Case Study 3: Bomb Damage maps
The process of developing Layers of London as a platform for geolocating and documenting
the local history of the capital has developed as various historical maps of London are added
to the site. The opportunity to digitise and share contributes towards preservation strategies
via reducing usage of originals. A popular example is explained:
The bomb damage map of London
The bomb damage map of London: well known to surveyors and historians and long been
available in libraries and in book form. The Layers of London website now provides access
to an interactive bomb damage map of London. The map is colour-coded to show area of
light damage (yellow/green) through to severe damage (red) and total destruction (black).
The layer can be superimposed over modern London (or other historical maps) to see how
the streetscape has changed with time.
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10.4. Case Study 4: Royal Geological Society
Layers has supported organisations to digitise valuable heritage assets to render them more
widely accessible.
The Royal Geological Society
Much of the Society’s archive is not digitised and it does not have the funding for any largescale digitisation of its 19th century maps. They would also like to collate images and
histories of some of the Society’s female Fellows (whose centenary of membership to the
society is celebrating this year). There is also an archive collection about the Society’s
offices in Burlington House, which they share with other Societies. Layers may help cover
the cost of digitising some of the maps via the London Metropolitan Archives and will include
some of their archive material on the Layers site, including notable topographical and
geological maps of London and rarities such as the map showing the distribution of cholera
in London.

Image: Founding of the Geological Society of London, Freemasons’ Tavern (est 1807)
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10.5. Case Study 5: Haringey First World War Peace Forum
Layers has provided a new platform for recording untold stories.
Haringey First World War Peace Forum
This group was one of the first organisations to engage
with the Layers of London programme and is using the
site to publish and map their extensive research on
places connected with WW1 conscientious objection to
conscription between 1916 and 1918. This was an HLF
funded project, ‘Conscientious Objection
Remembered.’ The organisation has now added many
images and brief summary biographies and notes
about their motivations and experiences as
conscientious objectors in the Borough of Haringey as
a number of records which appears as a cluster on the
Layers map, showing where they lived. The records
also reveal aspects of Haringey’s history in WW1.This collection is under development.
Revealing this tight area cluster of conscientious objectors in the context of one specific
place has created new insights into how these people may have influenced the thinking and
behaviours of their neighbours and nearby friends.
Image: Tom Brown, Conscientious Objector, 74 Nightingale Road, Wood Green, Haringey
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10.6. Case Studies 6, 7 & 8: Internships and Placements
Internships and works placements have been delivered, developing practical skills in archival
research to further academic careers and support the recording of heritage assets.
Nathanial, Internship at Senate House Library
This involved archival research across three broad themes: 1) 18th Century London, 2)
Architecture & Urbanism and 3) Cultural Histories. Nathanial disseminated the website
amongst his professional and creative related networks and met with potential collaborators.
He set up introductory lectures, seminars and workshops for the Friends House
Library/Archives staff, a year 9 secondary school geography class, a 2nd year university
geography group and a group of library trainees who work in difference libraries across
London. His workplan also included curating brief/extended walks from the archival research
conducted and exploring potential collaborative walks with other researchers/historical
experts.
Nathanial received training and shadowing activities including the digitisation of archival
material found in special collections and photo-essay training.
Nathanial’s introduction to the Friends House Library/ Archives staff led to their support with
the publishing of several records on Layers of London.
Nathaniel has since applied for a PhD in Urban Studies and is waiting to hear from the
universities to which he applied. He also put in a bid with Senate House Library for a further
public engagement project related to their collections.
Nathaniel is now doing a PhD in Geography at UCL (Sept 2020)

Hannah, Digital Intern
Hannah spent her time researching, writing and geolocating the wealth of London County
Council material for the website.
‘I feel incredibly privileged to have been able to work on such an exciting, important project.
I have greatly enjoyed working…as a Digital Intern, in a role made possible by the HLF
project grant, I have learned so much about working in an archives service. I will hopefully
continue to work in the sector and will be starting the MA in Archives and Records
Management at UCL in September.’
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Iona, Student Placement
Iona used her Layers placement to link research to her previous psychogeographic project
work.
‘For the Layer of London project, I was briefed to document the history of London’s Inner
Ring Road and create a collection for the online map based off of the research. This was
based on a psychogeographic project I did during my foundation course a few years ago.
This made my first point of call to update my pre-existing research and upload it to the map,
This two up my first two weeks of a six-week placement. This was particularly enjoyable for
me since I was able to demonstrate to myself how much I had developed since first starting
art school (I am about to start my third year of studying Design at Goldsmiths) …
What I decided to record was a topic of debate for me, since just exploring London’s Inner
Ring Road is a pretty open-ended brief. What I settled on was that it had to be something
that could be seen from the road, and it had to be something that I had noticed while
physically walking the road. This kept me rooted in the psychogeographic origins of my
project and bringing the practice to Layers of London. This is probably something I should
stress in the Collections description.’
Iona said that if she were to undertake the placement again, she would have liked to make
more of the resource of the IHR, work less ‘in solitude and at home’ and interacted more
with social media.
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10.7. Case study 9: Wandsworth Libraries and Heritage Service
Layers has supported nineteen London Borough services, who hold unique collections of
historic maps, to create greater access to their archives and provide new routes to enable
people to find information on their local heritage. Initial apprehension about digitising and
sharing resources has been overcome and the concept and process has now been adopted by
local authorities.
Sharing local collections
Emma Anthony, Archivist, Wandsworth Libraries and Heritage Service.
Wandsworth Heritage Service is the archives and local history library for Wandsworth, and
covers Wandsworth, Battersea, Putney, Tooting and Balham. It also holds some information
for Clapham and Streatham which were part of the Borough of Wandsworth before 1965.
Layers appealed to the Service as the route to share its collections with a wider audience.
So far, the Service has uploaded photographs for the Putney part of the Borough, and hopes
to do this for the rest of the Borough once its volunteers receive their training. As the result
of a visit from the Layers Project Manager, the Service is hoping to increase its involvement.
As a London Borough Archive, Layers allows Wandsworth to share its collections, and they
are also having some harder to access items digitised, which benefits both access and
preservation of archive materials. The Archivist’s hope is that when more content has been
loaded up, Wandsworth residents will feel more involved in their collections and will be able
to add metadata and their own stories to the records represented.
Layers is allowing new stories to be told and shared: for example, the Putney photographs
now shown on Layers help to explain post-war development in the area, and also show the
very unusual housing that once stood where the Ashburton Estate is now. Like much of
London, the landscape of the Borough has changed dramatically. Resources like Layers
allow users to uncover their heritage and what was there in the past: this is particularly
important if they were once familiar with the landscape that was there before.

Image: Public Opening of Brandlehow Road School, Saturday 18th 1902
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10.8. Case Study 10: Our Hut – Inventive Vents
Layers has allowed community led organisations to identify and record their stories, providing
a resource to bring together untold stories into collections which are in turn placed within the
wider context of London s history.
Telling unusual stories
Our Hut – Inventive Vents: an architecture
education charity that aims to advance the
education of young people in architecture
and the built environment. Inventive Vents
was a bespoke NLHF funded project
designed to help adults and
schoolchildren think about the secret and
invisible workings of the city and to
recognise how the design of unexpected
objects effects how we see our
environment.
The platform for the material collected was
originally conceived as an app but the
introduction to Layers allowed the team to
develop the project in a richer way. Layers
brought the advantage of a free resource, meaning that the Our Hut team did not have to
commission and oversee the development of a bespoke digital platform; access to training in
central London was also a benefit.
It provided an opportunity for richer volunteer engagement, with more roles that volunteers
could undertake – from researching vents and going into the field to photograph and
‘collect’ them, to creating and uploading records themselves – which they would not have
done if the team had developed an app. Both aspects of volunteer engagement can still be
carried out within Covid-19 social distancing restrictions – volunteers have ‘collected’
images while out on their daily exercise.
The project has allowed Our Hut to identify and record a new collection, which brings
together designed objects that many people would be unaware of, with the central message
that all manmade things in our everyday lives are designed – and that there are
opportunities for intelligent and beautiful design in the most unexpected places.
Through Layers, collection can be understood in the context of London’s underground
heritage, with specific reference to other historical records, such as the Bazalgette Sewer.
The collection is already being used as a resource for further research and will be used as a
resource for schools and family learning programmes.
Image: Sir Eduardo Paolozzi Vent, Pimlico
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10.9. Case Study 11: The Furniture History Society
Layers has allowed people to share their stories and make connections in new and interesting
ways, bringing fresh perspectives and new kinds of enquiries into traditional subjects, as
demonstrated by the Furniture History Society.
Using one story to tell another
The Furniture History
Society were introduced
to Layers of London
through the IHR, who
were collaborating with
them on a project to
create an online database
of British and Irish
furniture makers. The
Layers project allowed the
Society to satisfy their
academic requirements – to catalogue and share accurate records about furniture makers –
and their wider community objective – to bring their stories to a wider audience, and
introduce more people to the history of furniture making.
The team were familiar with static websites created by academics, which mapped, for
example, London’s furniture dealers. They recognised that the interactivity of the Layers site
allowed a more collaborative and people-based approach to creating content, so that
‘people can follow their passions and put themselves into it.’ The Society were interested in
finding the human angle in their history, as a way of making it more relatable.
The call out for family stories meant that they were reaching people who were not
necessarily drawn by the discipline of furniture making – but were interested in their family
or their local area. In turn, this meant that photos and stories brought different sides to the
story that might not have been found in an academic textbook – such as photos of workers.
Family stories also brought new lines of enquiry – for example, one furniture maker moved
from making table legs to making airplane propellers during WWII. This has led to
discussions about how people adapt and transfer their skills in exceptional times and
revealed links between disciplines that might otherwise go unnoticed.
Mapping the history has allowed the Society to consider new connections to explore as their
work progresses – for example, are there any geographical connections between the
historical women associated with furniture making?
A further benefit of the involvement with Layers is it has provided a vehicle to engage some
of their younger members, who are in their early careers, or considering careers in furniture
making – approx. 40 of the Society’s 1,000 members are in this group.
Image: Thomas Chippendale’s Workshop, 60-62 St Martin’s Lane
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10.10.

Case Study 12: The Ashburnham Triangle Association

Layers has delivered training in how to use the website to a wide range of groups and users.
Bespoke training sessions have been offered on georeferencing and soft skills such as writing
digital content. This has enabled individuals and community groups with limited technical skills
to progress their projects in a meaningful way.
Increasing community skills

The Ashburnham Triangle
Association developed from
a local history group in
Greenwich, who wanted to
rekindle their association and
digitise an informal local
archive of physical records
and images.
The members came across
Layers on a local history
website, attending a public training session, and had a dedicated visit and talk from the
Layers team. Once they had decided to use Layers, they approached the University of
Greenwich, who placed a history student with them to help type up and load records.
While members have relatively limited technical skills, they have started to upload content
themselves. They paused while waiting for the project team to fix some technical glitches,
but intend to start again when they are able to get together as a team – because their
technical skills are more limited, they are unlikely to work on Layers individually until they
are more confident.
Layers has delivered a number of benefits for the Association. It has provided a focal point
and vehicle for galvanising the group – bringing people together with a shared purpose and
allowing the Association to grow. It has allowed the history of the triangle to be understood
in the wider context of Greenwich’s history – for example, linking the residents to
Greenwich’s maritime history, and other local industries who employed residents. The
project has also provided additional training on areas such as writing for the web.
Image: Deptford Bridge DLR station
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10.11.

Case Study 13: Mapping London’s Pubs

Campaign led mapping projects gave volunteers focus, as well as ‘filling the gaps’ on the map.
#Map London Pubs. A Layers of London Volunteer Project
Mapping London’s Pubs was the first campaign driven
by the Layers team, and was intended to appeal to a
widespread audience attracted through a popular theme
of recording the history of London pubs.
Volunteers were recruited to source information and
images relating to London's pubs. They added content
or collections to the website and volunteer engagement
with the Map London Pubs project was popular. Their
role has involved searching websites and publications to
gather data, taking new photos, conducting interviews
and creating records on the Layers of London website
which have contributed to a collection of London's pubs.
Each of the team of 27 volunteers is allocated one or two
postcodes. They then systematically work their way
through pub records (historic & current) and upload
records. Guidance was given for content style, but
volunteers were encouraged to be creative and to talk to
licensees and pub regulars to discover the less known
stories connected to the pubs, blending history of place
with history of people. To date over 974 records have been added to the collection, covering
over 50 different postcodes.
Volunteers found the project stimulating and entertaining, giving them an increased sense of
purpose and wellbeing. An opportunity to meet up with other volunteers was suggested:
‘Well it's about pubs. Maybe we should have held a social meeting in one.’
Image: Turks Head, 30 Wapping High Street
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10.12.

Case Study 14: National Trust Corner Shop Stories

Layers has actively sought out projects that record and document the diverse perspectives of
heritage, creating awareness of the contribution of individuals of diverse ethnicities to
commerce, community, arts & culture and politics.
Corner Shop Stories:
The National Trust’s
London Creative Team
have two remits – to
analyse, research and
share underrepresented
histories, and to
promote green urban
spaces. Corner Shop
Stories was conceived
as a way of sharing
stories about migration
through places that are part of everyday life, exploring convenience stores as places that
‘symbolise integration, cultural exchange and perhaps most of all, entrepreneurial flare.’
Themes around migration, hardship, achievement and perseverance feel particularly
relevant to the research team during the C19 lockdown period.
Content was collected by the research team, who researched and identified stores where
they could go to interview owners and collect photos and stories. Layers was identified
after project conception as a suitable platform for sharing content, in addition to the
project page on the National Trust’s website.
The perceived benefits to the National Trust of collaborating with Layers included:
▪

reaching new audiences who are less likely to engage with the National Trust
directly

▪

engaging with younger audiences

▪

bringing a relevant and creative project to the National Trusts project portfolio,
supporting its aim to reveal more personal stories

▪

a resource that people researching migration are more likely to ‘stumble across’

▪

providing an easy, practical solution to uploading and sharing content, without
needing to go through internal NT protocols

Image: Cornershop, 44 Trinity Road, Tooting
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Case Study 15: MOLA Partnership

Several different kinds of partnership models have emerged through Layers: some developed
as planned, and others are new and unplanned.
Formal partnerships with London Metropolitan Archives (LMA), British Library (BL), Museum of
London Archaeology (MOLA), Historic England (NE), National Archives (NA) and Birkbeck
continue. Partners are delivering workshops, offering advice, contributing content and maps,
and promoting the site.
New Tricks Old Maps: David Bowsher, Director of Research & Magnus Copps, Head of
Audience Engagement at MOLA
MOLA’s association with the IHR began with the Locating London project, the precursor to
Layers. MOLA felt that a partnership that developed academic technical mapping processes
and exported this expertise into a public-facing project was a positive step. MOLA could
supply the technical expertise and MOLA geomaticians have contributed georectified
versions of printed historic maps of London from the late 17th-century onwards. In return,
Layers has opened new opportunities for MOLA to engage with communities.
The Layers model enfranchises the public to map their heritage interests on to the portal.
This aligns with MOLA’s Thames Discovery project that trains people to identify and record
what they see in the historic environment. Layers’ range of partners was attractive to MOLA
through consolidating existing relationships, including the British Library.
MOLA is now exploring mapping archaeological data on to the Layers portal and engaging
communities in recording specific collections, for example in Hackney and Shoreditch.
Layers enables MOLA to expand its networks: as a result, it is meeting increasing interest
from academic and heritage institutions and community groups, including New Unity
Church, Friends of Hounslow Park, and Headstone Manor, Harrow. Layers adds another
dimension to MOLA’s toolbox that enhances their existing projects.
MOLA is interested to see how non-academic groups view their local heritage and
landmarks. Content on the Layer site tends to relate to the19th and 20th century because
those the traces survive on the surface: there is potential to develop content on the deeper
history of London.
MOLA feels the Activity Plan scoped a project that is too significant for its level of budget.
Were MOLA to have been involved at the Activity Plan stage, they might have taken a
different approach.
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